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Abstract

Selecting parents and evaluating progenies is a very important step in breeding programs

and involves approaches such as understanding the initial stages of growth and characteriz-

ing the variability among genotypes for different parameters, such as physiological, growth,

biomass partitioning and nutrient translocation to the aerial part. In these cases, facilitating

tools can be used to understand the involved gene dynamics, such as diallel crosses and

genetic and phenotypic correlations. Our main hypothesis is that the contrasting phenotypes

of these parental genotypes of cocoa used are due to genetic factors, and progenies derived

from crosses of these parental genotypes are useful for breeding programs related to plant

architecture, physiological parameters and translocation of mineral nutrients. We aimed to

evaluate the combining abilities in progenies of cacao (Theobroma cacao L) originating from

contrasting parents for canopy vigor. Emphasis was given to the evaluation of morphological

and physiological parameters and the phenotypic and genotypic correlations to understand

the dynamics of the action of the genes involved, as well as in expression profile from genes

of gibberellins biosynthesis pathway in the parents. Fifteen F1 progenies were obtained from

crosses of six clones (IMC 67, P4B, PUCALA, SCA 6, SCA 24 and SJ 02) that were evalu-

ated in a randomized complete block design with four replicates of 12 plants per progeny, in a

balanced half table diallel scheme. It is possible to identify and select plants and progenies of

low, medium and high height, as there is expressive genetic variability for the evaluated

parameters, some of these on higher additive effects, others on larger nonadditive effects

and others under a balance of these effects. Most physiological parameters evaluated show

that for selection of plants with the desired performance, no complex breeding methods

would be necessary due to the high andmedium heritability observed. Strong genetic compo-

nents were observed frommany of the correlations, which indicate the possibility to formulate

selection indices for multi-traits, such as dwarfism or semidwarfism, tolerance to increase of

leaf sodium concentrations and maintenance of the photosynthetic apparatus integrity under

these conditions. Additionally, plants with higher carbon fixation, better water use, higher car-

boxylation efficiency and greater magnesium accumulation in leaves can be selected.
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Introduction

Cacao seeds are an important agricultural commodity produced in more than 20 countries in

the tropical regions of Africa, South and Central America and Asia. The main producers are

Cote d’Ivoire (33%), Indonesia (18.7%), Ghana (17.6%), Nigeria (7.66%), Cameroon (5.12%)

and Brazil (5.06%), and both marketing and consumption involves many countries around the

world [1].

Although Brazil is among the world’s leading cacao producers, the Brazilian yield per

planted area is low, given the productivity potential of the crop. In Brazil and in the world, pro-

ductivity problems are usually a reflection of the susceptibility to biotic and abiotic factors,

such as disordered conformation of the plant architecture (unfavorable to planting densities

due to self-shading), water status, nutrition, diseases and pests [2–8].

Cacao plants (Theobroma cacao L.) are usually propagated from seeds or different types of

clonal propagation. When the plants are from seeds, the initial growth is orthotropic (forma-

tion of the main support structure of the crown, first order stem), and, at this stage, the pheno-

typic expression is the response of endogenous controls rather than from environmental

stimuli. Subsequently, the growth is plagiotropic, whose onset is characterized by branching

after the end of the orthogonal growth [3].

Selecting parents and evaluating progenies is a very important step in breeding programs.

Mistaken selection compromises the potential of improved products/cultivars and, conse-

quently, the demands of the program would not be met. Understanding the initial growth

stages, as well as characterizing the variability between genotypes for physiological, growth,

biomass partitioning and nutrient translocation to the aerial part parameters, as well as genetic

and phenotypic correlations between these parameters are helpful approaches for selection

of plants with traits of interest [9–12]. A tool of great utility in selection is the evaluation of

parentals in diallel crosses schemes, with analyzes related to combining abilities in plant spe-

cies that allow selecting the best parents and predicting hybrids [13]. Analyses of the diallel

scheme have been used for evaluation of different agronomic and productivity [14,15], use

and translocation of nutrient [16], physiological [17], content of chemical compounds [18],

abiotic stresses [19,20] and morphological [21] parameters. One of the aspects of morphologi-

cal parameter studies is the determination of sources of dwarfism and semidwarfism. The aim

is to obtain high assimilate partitioning and agronomically adequate plants to be used in plant-

ing systems with high population density and high productivity [22,23].

In cacao, an approach to genetic mechanisms related to growth, biochemical and metabolic

processes, and translocation of nutrients to leaves in progenies from contrasting parents for

crown and root vigor, may be useful in targeting genetic improvement strategies for size

reduction and increase of population density. These analyzes allow us to understand the

dynamics of the genes involved in these parameters and the predominant type of effects (addi-

tives, non-additives or a balance of these effects) [24].

Our main hypothesis is that the parents with contrasting phenotype have genetic variability

for the generation of progenies for breeding programs related to plant architecture, as well as

for physiological parameters and translocation of mineral nutrients to the leaves. In order to

test this hypothesis, we believe that the initial orthotropic growth phase is the most favorable,

since cacao trees are less subject to external factors [3]. In this way, we aim to evaluate the com-

bining abilities in progenies of cacao trees originated from contrasting parents for canopy

vigor. Emphasis was given on the evaluation of morphological and physiological parameters

and the phenotypic and genotypic correlations to understand the dynamics of the genes

involved, as well as in expression profile from genes of gibberellins biosynthesis pathway in the

parents.

Genetic studies of Theobroma cacao
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Material andmethods

Plant material

The experiment was conducted under greenhouse conditions at the Cacao Research Center,

main research unit of the Commission of the Cacao Farming Plan (CEPEC/CEPLAC) (14˚ 47’

S, 39˚16’ W and 55 m altitude) in Ilhéus, Bahia, Brazil, from 2013 to 2014. Plants of six con-

trasting cocoa genotypes for height (Table 1), from CEPLAC’s Germplasm Active Bank

(BAG), were crossed to generate the experimental material with subsequent monitoring of the

fertilized flowers and consequent formation, development and maturation of pods.

From the crosses between the six genotypes, 15 hybrid cacao progenies were generated. From

each progeny, five fruits were collected from which 48 randomly picked seeds were planted in 25

L pots containing soil. The plants were fertilized according crop recommendations [25]. The

experiment was conducted in a randomized block design with four replications of 12 plants per

progeny, in a diallel half table balanced scheme, with evaluation of the F1’s hybrids (Table 2).

Biometric parameters

Height of the orthotropic axis (SH), stem diameter (SD), total leaf area (LA), leaf number (LN),

root (RDB), stem (SDB), leaf (LDB) and total (TDB) dry biomasses, leaf area ratio (LA/TDB;

LAR) and specific leaf area (LDB/LA; SLA). The height of the orthotropic axis, from immedi-

ately above ground to its upper extremity, and the stem diameter of the plants were measured

using ruler and caliper, respectively. Leaf area was estimated by the light attenuation photo-

electric method using an automatic Li-3100 leaf area meter (LI-COR, Lincoln, NB, USA). To

determine the dry biomass, the plant parts were packed in paper bags and placed in a forced

circulation oven at 70˚C until constant weight. With the dry mass of the various organs of the

plant, it was also evaluated the partition of biomass in the whole plant and the root/shoot ratio.

Gas exchanges and fluorescence emission

Measurements of net photosynthesis (A), stomatal conductance to water vapor (gs), transpira-

tion (E) and internal and atmospheric CO2 concentration ratio (Ci/Ca) were taken between

Table 1. Characterization of the parental genotypes used in progenies formation.

Clone Origen Group Compatibility Height Wrinkled leaf

IMC 67 Peru Forastero Auto incompatible Medium No

P4B - - - Medium No

PUCALA Peru Forastero - Low Yes

SCA 6 Peru Forastero Auto incompatible Low No

SCA 24 Peru Forastero Auto incompatible Low No

SJ 02 Brazil Trinitario Auto compatible High No

Source: International Cacao Germplasm Database (ICGD), 2016.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.t001

Table 2. Scheme of diallel half table, balanced, with 15 hybrid progenies.

PARENTAL P4B PUCALA SCA 6 SCA 24 SJ 02

IMC 67 IMC 67 x P4B IMC 67 x PUCALA IMC 67 x SCA 6 IMC 67 x SCA 24 IMC 67 x SJ 02

P4B P4B x PUCALA P4B x SCA 6 P4B x SCA 24 P4B x SJ 02

PUCALA PUCALA x SCA 6 PUCALA x SCA 24 PUCALA x SJ 02

SCA 6 SCA 6 x SCA 24 SCA 6 x SJ 02

SCA 24 SCA 24 x SJ 02

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.t002
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08h00 and 12h00 in the second or third fully expanded mature leaf from the apex of the plant,

using a Li-6400 portable photosynthesis system (LI-COR, Lincoln, NB, USA) equipped with a

6400-02B RedBlue artificial light. During the measurements, the irradiance was kept constant

at 800 μmol photons m-2 s-1. The minimum time, preset for stabilization of the readings was 30

s and the maximum to save each reading was 60 s. The maximum coefficient of variation (CV)

allowed to save each reading was 0.3%. In addition to photosynthetically active radiation, the

temperature of the block (26˚C) and the concentration of CO2 (380 μmol mol-1) inside the leaf

chamber were kept constant. In addition, the intrinsic (A/gs; iWUE) and instantaneous (A/E;

WUE) water use efficiencies, the gas to air vapor pressure deficit (VPD) (gs/VPDL) and the

instantaneous carboxylation efficiency (A/Ci) were estimated.

Measurements of fluorescence emission of chlorophyll a were performed on the same

leaves used for gas exchange measurements using a portable fluorometer (Pocket PEA Chloro-

phyll Fluorimeter—v 1.10—Hansatech Instruments, Norfolk, UK). The evaluations were

performed between 09h00 and 10h00 after the leaves were kept for 30 min in the dark for

reflection of incident solar radiation, decrease of leaf temperature and oxidation of the entire

photosynthetic electron transport system using appropriate clips. After dark adaptation the

leaves were exposed to a saturating light pulse (3500 μmol m-2 s-1, wavelength of 650 nm) for 1

s. Data of fluorescence emission signals were recorded in the Pocket PEA using specific soft-

ware. Among the parameters obtained, only the initial (Fo), maximum (Fm) and variable (Fv)

fluorescences, the maximum photochemical efficiency of PS2 (Fv/Fm), the maximum effi-

ciency of the photochemical process of PS2 and, or the potential photochemical activity (Fv/

Fo), quantum thermal dissipation production within PS2 (Fo/Fm) and plant performance or

vitality index (PI Inst) were evaluated.

Macro and micro mineral nutrients

For the determination of leaf macro and micronutrient concentrations in plants of the 15

progenies, 200 mg of dry and ground tissue of each sample were submitted to nitroperchloric

digestion (3:1) for the determination, by colorimetry (725 nm), of phosphorus (P). Leaf con-

centrations of potassium (K) and sodium (Na) were determined by flame emission photome-

try, calcium (Ca), copper (Cu), iron (Fe), magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), and zinc (Zn) by

atomic absorption spectrophotometry [26]. For nitrogen (N) determinations 200 mg of dried

and ground tissue of each sample were subjected to sulfosalicylic digestion according to the

Kjeldahl method [27].

Parental gene expression

Mature leaf samples of parental of cacao were collected by freezing in liquid nitrogen. After,

samples were stored at −80˚C, lyophilized and then stored at– 20˚C. RNA extraction was real-

ized using RNAqueous Kit (Ambion − Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer

instructions. RNA samples were treated with DNase I (Thermo Scientific) at 37˚C for 30 min

and quality was assessed by 1% gel electrophoresis. First strand cDNA synthesis from RNA

templates was performed using a recombinant polymerase RevertAidTMH-Minus M- MuLV

(Thermo Scientific) in the presence of Oligo d(T)18 primer. Reactions were incubated at 42˚C

for 60 min followed by 70˚C for 10 min. for reverse transcriptase inactivation. The final prod-

uct of reverse transcription was subjected to quantification in spectrophotometer NanoDrop

2000c UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and, then, diluted to 50 ng.

Abundance of transcripts of genes encoding enzymes involved in two stages of gibberellin

biosynthesis in cacao parental genotypes (SCA 6, SCA 24, PUCALA, P4B, IMC 67, and SJ 02)

was examined using specific primers as described in Table 3. Quantitative PCR Real Time was

Genetic studies of Theobroma cacao
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performed in the ABI 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) using Power SYBR

Green PCRMaster Mix (Applied Biosystems) kit according to manufacturer instructions.

Reaction mix consisted of 100 ng of single strand cDNA as template, 0.3 μM of each primer

and an appropriate amount of Power SYBR Green PCRMaster Mix (Applied Biosystems) to

complete the final volume of 20 μL.

Reactions were incubated at 50˚C for 2 min., 95˚C for 10 min. followed by 40 cycles at 95˚C

for 15 s, and 1 min at the annealing temperature of each primer (Table 3). Specificity of each

primer pair was monitored after each reaction by a dissociation curve analysis in order to ver-

ify the melting temperature of each primer and its target sequence, as well as the possibility of

formation of nonspecific products. All reactions were subjected to the same conditions of anal-

ysis. Fluorescence data were normalized by the signal of ROX passive reference to correct the

fluorescence signal fluctuations due to variations in the volume or evaporation. Fluorescence

curves were analyzed with the SDS Software v1.4 (Applied Biosystems) and threshold cycle

(CT) values were determined. Relative expression numbers were calculated for each gene of

interest as fold change in relation to control sample (calibrator) using the 2-ΔΔCtmethod [28]

with GAPDH, polyubiquitin and actin gene as endogenous control [29]. Samples of cacao

‘Comum’ were used as calibrator since there was no applied treatment. Thus, use of an external

calibrator enabled the calculation of basal levels of gene expression in all parentals evaluated.

Moreover, cacao ‘Comum’ was the first variety to be introduced in the Bahia state and ac-

counted for approximately 50% of the area cultivated for cacao in this state until 2003 [30]. As

‘Comum’ variety constitutes the genetic background of Bahia cacao plantations, cacao geno-

types, in this state, share a similar narrow genetic base and presents a low genetic diversity

[30].

Statistical analyses

The biometric, physiological and nutritional data had their assumptions for ANOVA evaluated

and met [31,32], and as the molecular data, subsequently, means were ranked by the Scott-

Knott test at 5% probability. For combined ANOVA, progenies effects, as well as general and

specific combining abilities for biometric, physiological and translocation characteristics of

nutrients were analyzed according to Griffing [33] from the evaluation of hybrids, with the sig-

nificance of the mean squares of the general and specific combining abilities given by the F

test. The ranking for the individual effects of each parent and progeny on the respective values

of the general and specific combination abilities, because they show negative and positive val-

ues, were based on the deviations method [34].

Table 3. Pairs of gene-specific primers used in Real Time qPCR analysis.

Gene Locus / Data bank Primer sequence Ta (˚C) Amplicon size (bp)

TcCPS Tc01_t027780
(Cocoa Genome Hub)

F—5' CGAACCCTGAACCACCTATC 3'
R—5' ACCACTAACTCTGCTACTCCT 3'

56 143

TcKS XM_007022679.1
(GenBank)

F—5' CCTTTCCATCTGTGTCCTCG 3'
R—5' TATCTCCTCCTCTCCGTGC 3'

58 135

TcKO Tc08_t001220
(Cocoa Genome Hub)

F—5' GCAGGTTCTCTTCAGGCG 3'
R—5' TCTCCATCGTTCAGTCTCCA 3'

60 86

TcKAO2 Tc03_t023490
(Cocoa Genome Hub)

F—5' AAAGGCGAAGGAAGAGCAAG 3'
R—5' ACAAGTCAGAAGGGAACCAC 3'

58 127

TcCPS = Ent-copalyl diphosphate synthase (EC 5.5.1.13), TcKS = Ent-kaurene synthase (EC 4.2.3.19), TcKO = Ent-kaurene oxidase (EC 1.14.13.78) and

TcKAO2 = Ent-kaurenoic acid oxidase 2 (EC 1.14.13.79).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.t003
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Phenotypic and genotypic correlations were established as follows [35]:

rp ¼ TMPxy=
ffip ðTMSx � TMSyÞ; rg ¼ sgxy=

ffip ðsgx
2 � sgy

2Þ
sgxy ¼ ðTMPxy�RMPxyÞ=r; sgx ¼ ðTMSx �RMSxÞ=r and sgy ¼ ðTMSy �RMSyÞ=r

Where TMPxy is the mean product related to treatments effects for x and y traits; TMS is

the mean squared related to treatments effects for x and y traits; σgxy is the estimated genotypic

covariance for x and y traits; RMPxy is the mean product related to residue effects for x and y

traits; σ2gx and σ
2
gy are the estimated genotypic covariance for x and y traits and RMS is the

product related to residue for x and y traits. Phenotypic and genotypic correlations, classified

as very strong (0.90 to 1.0 or—0.90 to—1.0), strong (0.70 to 0.90 or—0.70 to—0.90), moderate

(0.50 to 0.70 or—0.50) - 0.70), weak (0.30 to 0.50 or -0.30 to -0.50) and negligible (0.0 to 0.30

or 0.0 to—0.30) [36] were also evaluated for significance by the t test.

Results

Combination capacity and heritability

Initially, individual variance analyzes showed statistically different allometries for the parame-

ters related to growth and biomass partitioning among progenies. The ranking of averages

(Scott-Knott, p<0.05) is shown in S1 Appendix, accompanied by the amplitudes of variation

between the most contrasting plants in the experiment and the corresponding coefficients of

variation of each parameter. In the joint analyzes of variance among progenies, the mean

squares of progenies showed statistically significant differences by the F test (p<0.01) for all

determined parameters (Table 4).

When the mean squares of the evaluated parameters were decomposed in general (GCA)

and specific (SCA) combination abilities, significant statistical differences were found by the

F test (p<0.01) in both parameters. In order to understand the dynamics of the observed

genetic variation, the percentages of the sums of squares of the GCA and SCA, which corre-

spond to the total variation among progenies, were calculated (Table 4). The percentages of

the sum of squares regarding GCA for LDB, SD, LA and SDB were higher when compared to

SCA, ranging from 55.1 (LDB) to 67.5 (SDB). There was a balance between the percentages of

the capacities (GCA = 49.2 and SCA = 50.8 for TDB). However, for most parameters, signifi-

cant differences were observed between the percentages of SSgca and SSsca, which were higher

Table 4. ANOVA of combining ability for growth and biomass parameters.

SV Mean Squares

DF SH SD LA LN RDB SDB LDB TDB

Progenies 14 859** 11.4** 6764889** 99.2** 104** 80.5** 106** 657**

GCA 5 635** 17.8** 10663529** 46.0** 95.0** 152** 164** 905**

SCA 9 984** 7.90** 4598977** 129** 108** 40.7** 74** 520**

Residue 42 4.57 0.42 142354 5.73 2.29 1.50 4.17 6.97

SSgca (%) - 26.4 55.7 56.3 16.6 32.8 67.5 55.1 49.2

SSsca (%) - 73.6 44.3 43.7 83.4 67.2 32.5 44.9 50.8

h2 - 99.5 95.6 97.1 93.2 97.1 98.4 95.2 98.8

Source of variation (SV), degree of freedom (DF), stem height (SH), stem diameter (SD), leaf area (LA), leaf number (LN), root (RDB), stem (SDB), leaf

(LDB) and total (TDB) dry biomasses, general combining ability (GCA), specific combining ability (SCA), sum of squares of the general combining ability

(SSgca), sum of squares of the specific combining ability (SSsca) and mean heritability (h2). P<0.05 (*) and two (**) asterisks indicate significance by F test

at 5 and 1% probability, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.t004
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for SCA. For RDB, SH, LN the percentages found were 67.2, 73.6 and 83.4, respectively. The

mean heritability values in the broad sense for each characteristic were also evaluated and ran-

ged from 93.2 to 99.5% for LN and SH, respectively. Therefore, there is considerable genetic

influence on the evaluated parameters and little environmental influence, which signals for

high possibilities of genetic gains in breeding programs. Concerning the GCA effects of each

parent, the significant effects, which were observed for all parameters (Fig 1) showed contrasts

of well-defined parents’ influences.

SJ 02 showed positive and significant GCA effects (p<0.01) for all parameters, except for

LA, whereas SCA 24 showed significant negative effects (p<0.01) for all parameters. Similar to

SCA 24, SCA 6 also had negative effects for all parameters but statistical significance (p<0.01)

was observed only for SD, LA, SDB and TDB. For each variable, the results with the greatest

Fig 1. General combining ability (GCA) on parentals for growth and biomass parameters in cacao
plants. Bars with ’ns’ indicate absence of significance, * and ** denote GCA effects twice and thrice greater
than SD (gi.), respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.g001
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deviations from the mean (positive or negative) and significant (p<0.01) were: SH (P4B = 9.85

and SCA 24 = -7.56), SD (SJ 02 = 1.21 and SCA 6 = -1.43), LA (P4B = 986 and SCA 24 = -962),

LN (PUCALA= 2.06 and SCA 24 = -2.44), SDB (P4B = 4.15 and IMC 67 = -2.78), LDB (SJ 02 =

3.30 and SCA 6 = -4.49) and TDB (SJ 02 = 8.24 and SCA 6 = 8.48).

When we analyzed the SCA values of cacao progenies for the growth parameters, we found

that they differed statistically from each other by significant deviations, both positive and nega-

tive, observed for the parameters evaluated (Table 5). The progeny averages and their ranking

can be observed in S1 Appendix.

The growth parameters SH, SD, LA, LDB and RDB formed four groups regarding statistical

significance. SH and LA showed significant (p<0.01) and non-significant positive values and

only significant negative values (p<0.05 and p<0.01) among progenies. Similar behavior was

verified for RDB which showed positive non-significant and significant (p<0.05 and p<0.01)

values and significant negative values (p<0.01). For SD and LDB positive and negative values

with (p<0.05 and p<0.01) and without significance were determined. On the other hand, five

groups were observed for LN, SDB and TDB. In this case, LN and TDB showed non-significant

and significant positive (p<0.05 and p<0.01) values and negative non-significant and signifi-

cant (p<0.05 and p<0.01) estimates. SDB showed non-significant and significant positive

(p<0.05 and p<0.01) values and negative estimates at p<0.01 and p<0.05.

SCA 6 x SCA 24 and IMC 67 x PUCALA crosses showed positive and significant (p<0.01)

estimates for all parameters. The observed effect in IMC 67 x PUCALAwas combined with the

positive effect of GCA of one the parents for almost all parameters, except for SH, in which

both parents had negative GCA. For the same trait, progenies of IMC 67 x SJ 02 and PUCALA

x SCA 24 showed significantly negative estimates for SCA, with corresponding negative GCA

estimates for at least one of the parents, except for SD and RDB, whose parents IMC 67 and SJ

02 showed positive GCA (Table 5, Fig 1).

Table 5. Effects of specific combining ability (SCA) on 15 cacao progenies for growth and biomass parameters.

Progenies Specific Combining Ability

SH SD LA LN RDB SDB LDB TDB

SCA 6 x SCA 24 22.2** 1.00** 1346** 7.39** 3.39** 2.04** 4.84** 10.3**

SCA 6 x P4B -18.7** -1.05** -962** -5.57** -7.74** 1.49** -3.18** -9.42**

SCA 6 x PUCALA 1.56ns 0.26ns 194ns -0.78ns 3.80** 0.87ns 0.52ns 5.19**

SCA 6 x IMC 67 4.18** 0.06ns 12.1ns -1.05ns -1.92** -1.41* -1.50ns -4.83**

SCA 6 x SJ 02 -9.28** -0.27ns -590** 0.01ns 2.47** -3.00** -0.68ns -1.20ns

P4B x SCA 24 5.02** 1.00** 65.6ns 0.74ns 2.02** -1.24* 2.27* 3.06*

PUCALA x SCA 24 -29.2** -2.61** -1736** -10.9** -8.53** -5.88** -8.59** -23.0**

IMC67 x SCA 24 0.98ns -0.75** -611** 0.40ns 0.09ns 1.58** 0.19ns 1.86ns

SJ 02 x SCA 24 0.94ns 1.50** 935** 2.38* 3.03** 3.50** 1.29ns 7.82**

P4B x PUCALA 10.0** 0.38ns 148ns 4.66ns 2.56** 0.12* 0.23ns 2.91*

IMC 67 x P4B -1.84* 0.81** 989** -0.61ns 1.50* -1.07* 0.08ns 0.51ns

P4B x SJ 02 5.45** -1.01** -240ns 0.78ns 1.65* 0.70ns 0.60ns 2.94*

IMC67 x PUCALA 5.67** 1.04** 554** 5.73** 4.83** 3.50** 5.14** 13.5**

PUCALA x SJ 02 11.9** 0.94** 839** 1.30ns -2.66** 1.40** 2.70** 1.44ns

IMC 67 x SJ 02 -9.00** -1.16** -944** -4.50** -4.49** -2.60** -3.91** -11.0**

S.D. (gi) 0.828 0.251 146.13 0.927 0.586 0.474 0.791 1.022

S.D. (gi—gj) 1.309 0.395 231.05 1.465 0.927 0.750 1.250 1.617

* and ** = significance when SCA effects were twice and thrice greater than S.D. (gi.), respectively. Stem height (SH), stem diameter (SD), leaf area (LA),

leaf number (LN), root (RDB), stem (SDB), leaf (LDB) and total (TDB) dry biomasses.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.t005
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Hybrids with higher positive and significant (p<0.01) SCA for SH were SCA 6 x SCA 24

(22.2), PUCALA x SJ 02 (11.9) and P4B x PUCALA (10.0). The last two crosses have one of the

parents (P4B and SJ 02) with high GCA values. The hybrids PUCALA x SCA 24, SCA 6 x P4B,

SCA 6 x SJ 02 and IMC 67 x SJ 02 showed highly significant negative SCA values (-29.2, -18.7,

-9.28 and -9.00, respectively), that is, they did not show favorable SCA for the increase of SH.

The two parents that formed the hybrid PUCALA x SCA 24 showed significant negative GCA.

The resulting progeny had the highest negative SCA for SH among the hybrids, maintaining

the parents characteristic. This feature is promising for selection of small plants aiming

increases in plant density (Table 5, Fig 1).

Gas exchange and fluorescence

Mean squares for the effects of progenies/treatments for physiological parameters, evaluated

from diallel variance analyzes, showed statistical differences among them by the F test

(p<0.01), except for Fo/Fm, which did not show statistically significant differences (Table 6).

For GCA and SCA, statistically different values were observed for almost all parameters by

the F test (p<0.01), except for SCA forWUE (p<0.05), in addition to the non-significant SCA

value of iWUE (Table 7, Fig 2), as well as GCA and SCA values for Fo/Fm. When we compara-

tively analyze the sums of squares of GCA and SCA, we observed higher values of SSgca for

most of the parameters (gs, Ci, VPDL,WUE, iWUE, Ci/Ca, A/Ci, Fo, Fm and Fv), with a ampli-

tude of 54.4% (Fo) to 87.4% (iWUE). On the other hand, the values of SSsca were higher for A

Table 6. ANOVA of combining ability for gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters.

SV Mean Square

DF A Gs Ci E VpdL WUE iWUE Ci/Ca

Progeny 14 0.868** 0.0010** 32303** 0.131** 1.117** 8.71** 3703** 0.098**

GCA 5 0.942** 0.0019** 67623** 0.252** 2.407** 13.4** 9064** 0.196**

SCA 9 0.827** 0.0005** 12680** 0.064** 0.401** 6.11* 725ns 0.043**

Residue 42 0.15 0.0001 203 0.013 0.002 2.54 664 0.002

SSgca (%) - 38.8 67.5 74.8 68.7 76.9 54.9 87.4 71.6

SSsca (%) - 61.2 32.5 25.2 31.3 23.1 45.1 12.6 28.4

h2 - 93.1 98.7 99.7 95.5 99.9 86.7 91.4 99.1

SV Mean Square

DF A/ci Fo Fm Fv Fo/Fm Fv/Fm PI inst Fv/Fo

Progeny 14 0.0003** 260678** 9777954** 4746184** 0.0001ns 0.00043** 0.663** 0.068**

GCA 5 0.0008** 397202** 19998692** 8965447** 0.0002ns 0.00036** 0.527** 0.059**

SCA 9 0.0001ns 184831** 4099767** 2402149** 0.0001ns 0.00047** 0.739** 0.074**

Residue 42 0.0001 7037 120157 157592 6.90635 0.00001 0.024 0.004

SSgsa (%) - 87.1 54.4 73 67.5 50 29.7 28.4 30.9

SSsca (%) - 12.9 45.6 27 32.5 50 70.3 71.6 69.1

h2 - 99.0 74.4 73.6 73.0 70.0 65.9 91.5 66.2

One (*) and two (**) asterisks indicate significance by the F test at 5 and 1% probability, respectively.

Source of variation (SV), degree of freedom (DF), net photosynthetic rate (A), stomatal conductance (gs), intercellular CO2 concentrations (Ci), transpiration

rate (E), Vapor Pressure Deficit (VpdL), instantaneous water-use efficiency (WUE = A/E), intrinsic water use efficiency (iWUE = A/gs), ratio of intercellular

and atmospheric CO2 molar fraction (Ci/Ca), carboxylation efficiency A/Ci, initial chlorophyll fluorescence (Fo), maximal chlorophyll fluorescence (Fm),

variable chlorophyll fluorescence (Fm−Fo) (Fv), maximal photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm), maximum quantum yield of PS2 photochemistry (Fv/

Fo), quantum yield baseline (Fo/Fm), performance index or plant vitality (PI Inst), general combining ability (GCA), specific combining ability (SCA), sum of

squares of the general combining ability (SSgca), sum of squares of the specific combining ability (SSsca) and mean heritability (h2).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.t006
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(61.2%), Fv/Fo (69.1%) and Fv/Fm (70.3%). The mean heritability (h2) of the different physio-

logical parameters showed values above 70% (Table 6).

The GCA estimates for the physiological parameters of each of the parents showed that at

least one parent had a significant effect (p<0.01) on their performance. This corresponds to a

magnitude of at least three times the standard deviation, except for Fo/Fm (Fig 3).

Table 7. Effects of specific combining ability (SCA) on 15 cacao progenies for gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters.

Progenies A gs Ci E VpdL WUE iWUE Ci/Ca

SCA 6 x SCA 24 0.08ns 0.004ns 49.1** -0.079ns -0.27** 1.24* -0.96ns 0.09**

SCA 6 x P4B -0.39* -0.010* -92.5** -0.006ns 0.49** -1.03ns -10.2ns -0.19**

SCA 6 x PUCALA -0.14ns -0.009* 36.8** -0.111* -0.32** 1.03ns 13.4ns 0.05*

SCA 6 x IMC 67 -0.25ns -0.008* -61.6** 0.082ns 0.41** -1.40* 7.54ns -0.07**

SCA 6 x SJ 02 0.70** 0.023** 68.2** 0.114* -0.31** 0.15ns -9.84ns 0.12**

P4B x SCA 24 0.19ns 0.001ns 12.0* 0.002ns -0.04* -0.24ns 13.0ns 0.02ns

PUCALA x SCA 24 0.11ns 0.004ns -22.4** 0.107* 0.17** -0.31ns -0.99ns -0.01ns

IMC67 x SCA 24 0.25ns 0.004ns -9.54ns -0.041ns -0.06** 0.26ns 0.24ns -0.06**

SJ 02 x SCA 24 -0.63** -0.013** -29.2** 0.012ns 0.20** -0.95ns -11.3ns -0.04*

P4B x PUCALA -0.36* 0.0003ns 8.12ns -0.051ns -0.07** -0.61ns -17.4ns 0.01ns

IMC 67 x P4B 0.28ns 0.002ns 58.6** -0.079ns -0.30** 2.12** -7.96ns 0.13**

P4B x SJ 02 0.29ns 0.007ns 13.8* 0.134** -0.08** -0.24ns 22.5* 0.03ns

IMC67 x PUCALA 0.24ns 0.012** 21.4** 0.177** -0.01ns -1.07ns 3.22ns 0.04*

PUCALA x SJ 02 0.16ns -0.007ns -43.9** -0.121* 0.23** 0.96ns 1.74ns -0.08**

IMC 67 x SJ 02 -0.52** -0.010* -8.91ns -0.139** -0.04* 0.08ns -3.04ns -0.04*

SD (gij) 0.150 0.004 5.52 0.044 0.02 0.62 9.98 0.02

SD (gi—gj) 0.237 0.006 8.72 0.070 0.03 0.98 15.8 0.03

Progenies A/Ci Fo Fm Fv Fo/Fm Fv/Fm PI inst Fv/Fo

SCA 6 x SCA 24 -0.005ns 207** 549** 420* 0.001ns 0.005** 0.322** -0.077**

SCA 6 x P4B 0.008* -186** -15.8ns 162ns -0.004ns 0.002* -0.201** 0.141**

SCA 6 x PUCALA -0.004ns 202** 578** 361* 0.002ns -0.005** -0.384** -0.070*

SCA 6 x IMC 67 0.005ns -79.2* -1682** -1401** 0.007ns -0.001ns -0.126* -0.140**

SCA 6 x SJ 02 -0.005ns -143** 571** 458* -0.006ns -0.002* 0.389** 0.146**

P4B x SCA 24 0.004ns -145** 163ns -38.9ns -0.004ns -0.007** 0.127* 0.071*

PUCALA x SCA 24 0.002ns -297** -562** -659** -0.005ns -0.007** 0.384** 0.091**

IMC67 x SCA 24 0.002ns 111** 851** 1081** -0.001ns 0.008** -0.209** 0.071*

SJ 02 x SCA 24 -0.003ns 124** -1000** -803** 0.009ns 0.0002ns -0.624** -0.16**

P4B x PUCALA -0.008* -26.2ns -1231** -203ns 0.006ns 0.023** 0.182** -0.012ns

IMC 67 x P4B -0.008* 150** 875** 379* -0.001ns -0.009** -0.331** -0.032ns

P4B x SJ 02 0.004ns 207** 209ns -299ns 0.004ns -0.011** 0.224** -0.167**

IMC67 x PUCALA 0.003ns 63.9ns 476** -101ns -0.001ns -0.011** 0.237** -0.042ns

PUCALA x SJ 02 0.006ns 57.9ns 740** 603** -0.003ns 0ns -0.419** 0.033ns

IMC 67 x SJ 02 -0.002ns -246** -519** 41.7ns -0.004ns 0.012** 0.429** 0.143**

SD (gij) 0.004 32.5 134.3 154 1.018 0.001 0.060 0.025

SD (gi—gj) 0.006 51.4 212.3 243 1.610 0.002 0.095 0.040

* and ** = Significance when SCA effects were twice and thrice greater than SD (gi), respectively. Net photosynthetic rate (A), stomatal conductance (gs),

intercellular CO2 concentrations (Ci), transpiration rate (E), Vapor Pressure Deficit (VpdL), instantaneous water-use efficiency (WUE = A/E), intrinsic water

use efficiency (iWUE = A/gs), ratio of intercellular and atmospheric CO2 molar fraction (Ci/Ca), carboxylation efficiency A/Ci, initial chlorophyll fluorescence

(Fo), maximal chlorophyll fluorescence (Fm), variable chlorophyll fluorescence (Fm−Fo = Fv), maximal photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm), maximum

quantum yield of PS2 photochemistry (Fv/Fo), quantum yield baseline (Fo/Fm) e o performance index or plant vitality (PI Inst).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.t007
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We observed that among the cacao parents there is variation in the arrangement of alleles

for all parameters. For example, IMC 67 showed the highest positive deviations from the mean

(p<0.01) among the parents for the effects of Ci (not shown),WUE, Ci/Ca (not shown), Fo,

Fm, Fv (not shown) and PI, with significance also for gs. On the other hand, it showed signifi-

cant negative values for E, VPDL (not shown), iWUE,A/Ci and Fv/Fm, besides no significant

values for A and Fo/Fm. In contrast, SJ 02 showed the highest positive deviations for A (0.434)

and E (0.200) among the parents, with expressive value also for VPDL (p<0.01), and positive

effects for Fv/Fm and PI inst (p<0.05). Also, SJ 02 showed significant negative effects for Ci,

WUE and Fm and not significant for the other parameters (Figs 2 and 3).

When we evaluated the effects of SCA of the progenies in the physiological traits, we

observed differences in the progeny performance in relation to each parameters (Table 7).

In general, the results showed positive and negative deviations values, many of them signifi-

cant with respect to the mean. The parameters E, Ci/Ca, Fv/Fm and Fv/Fo formed five groups

each regarding significance (not significant and with negative and positive values at p<0.05

and p<0.01). With regard to A, gs, VPDL and Fo, these parameters discriminated progenies in

four groups (not significant and with negative values at p<0.05 and p<0.01, and positive with

p<0.01). For the other characteristics, the following groups were formed: Ci and Fv (not signif-

icant and with negative values at p<0.01 and positives at p<0.05 and p<0.01),WUE (not sig-

nificant and negative values at p<0.05 and positive at p<0.05 and p<0.01), PI (with negative

Fig 2. General combining ability (GCA) on parentals for gas exchange parameters in cacao leaves.
Bars with ’ns’ indicate absence of significance, * and ** denote GCA effects twice and thrice greater than SD
(gi.), respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.g002
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values at p<0.05 and p<0.01, and positive to p<0.05 and p<0.01), A/Ci (no significant and

with negative values at p<0.05 and positive to p<0.01) and Fm (no significant and with nega-

tive and positive at p<0.01) (Table 7).

Mineral nutrients accumulation

When evaluating the mean squares of progenies/treatments effects for translocation of mineral

nutrients, we observed statistically significant differences among progenies by the F test

(p<0.01) for the translocation of all nutrients to the leaves Table 8).

Based on these results the treatment effects were decomposed in GCA and SCA. We found

that the GCA of the parents related to P, K,Na, N,Mg, Fe, Cu andMn were statistically differ-

ent from each other. In addition, the SCA observed in the progenies, for all nutrients, also

showed significant statistical differences (p<0.01) by the F test. For the analyzes of the gene

dynamics of the parameter variations, we observed, from the decomposition of the sums of the

squares of progenies, that SSgca accounted for 58.3% and 57.0% for K and Cu, respectively,

whereas for P, Na, N, Ca, Mg, Zn and Mn the SSsca was higher than GCA, with amplitude of

53.9 to 94.3% for N and Ca, respectively. In order to understand the possibility of selecting

cacao progenitors with higher nutrient translocation potential, we observed that among all

minerals, K,N,Mg, Fe andMn showed the highest heritability values in the broad sense (h2),

above 70% (Table 8).

Fig 3. General combining ability (GCA) on parentals for chlorophyll fluorescence parameters in cacao
leaves. Bars with ’ns’ indicate absence of significance, * and ** denote GCA effects twice and thrice greater
than SD (gi.), respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.g003
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When the performance of each parent is observed, from the GCA viewpoint, it is noticed

that eight mineral nutrients showed statistical differences (p<0.05 and p<0.01) (Fig 4). It was

found that for P accumulation, the P4B parent was statistically superior to the others (p<0.05),

while for K accumulation the SCA 6 and IMC 67 parents were statistically superior (p<0.01).

In addition, SCA 6, IMC 67 and SCA 24 accumulated more Na (p<0.01), whereas SCA 24, SJ

02 and P4B accumulated more N in the leaves and were distinguished positively (p<0.05).

In addition, P4B (p<0.01) and SJ 02 (p<0.05) were superior from the other parents forMg.

Statistical differences were also showed for Fe by SCA 24 and P4B (p<0.01) and PUCALA

(p<0.05) in relation to the other four parents; SCA 24 and PUCALAwere significantly differ-

ent (p<0.05) from the others for Cu; and PUCALA, SJ 02 and SCA 24were statistically different

forMn (p<0.01) (Fig 4).

SCA estimates for leaf accumulation of practically all nutrients showed statistically different

results (p<0.05 and p<0.01), except for Ca and Cu (Table 9). In descending order of quantities

of formed groups,Mn was the only mineral that formed five distinct groups of progenies (not

significance and with negative and positive values at p<0.05 and p<0.01). However, for P, Na,

Mg, Fe and Zn, the progenies formed four groups (no significance and with negative and posi-

tive values at p<0.05 and p<0.01), whereas for N the progenies were grouped in no significant

and with negative and positive values (p<0.05). In the case of K translocation, the progenies

show groups with not significance and significant values (p<0.05), whereas for Ca and Cu no

statistically significant differences were observed among progenies (Table 9).

At least one progeny was different from the others for translocation of mineral nutrients,

with the exception of Ca and Cu, for which all progenies were statistically the same. Of the 15

progenies evaluated (Table 9), 12 had statistically superior SCA for translocation of at least one

nutrient, with emphasis onMn, for which five progenies were superior [SCA 6 x PUCALA,

P4B x PUCALA, P4B x SCA 24, P4B X SJ 02 (p<0.01) and IMC 67 x SJ 02 (p<0.05)]. In a com-

parative analysis between GCA of the parents and SCA of the progenies, we found that for P,

K,Mg and Fe, the respective progenies that differed themselves from the others had at least

p<0.05 of the parents with the highest GCA (Fig 4).

Phenotypic and genotypic correlations between the physiological parameters of gas

exchange, chlorophyll fluorescence, growth and translocation of mineral nutrients at leaf

level were also evaluated. A total of 528 estimates of phenotypic correlations and an equal

number of genotypic correlations were obtained, of which the most expressive can be visual-

ized in Fig 5.

Table 8. ANOVA of combining ability for mineral nutrient leaf content.

SV Mean Square

DF P K Na N Ca Mg Fe Zn Cu Mn

Progenies 14 0.72** 72.5** 0.62** 16.8** 3.76** 2.22** 88756** 846** 20.9** 22995**

GCA 5 0.47** 118** 0.40** 21.7** 0.60ns 1.60** 125610** 222ns 33.4** 13123**

SCA 9 0.85** 47.0** 0.74** 14.1** 5.51** 2.56** 68281** 1193** 14.0* 28479**

Residue 42 0.12 8.34 0.11 1.79 0.60 0.26 5313 231 4.88 3218

SSgca (%) - 23.3 58.3 23.2 46.1 5.7 25.7 50.5 9.4 57.0 20.4

SSsca (%) - 76.7 41.7 76.8 53.9 94.3 74.3 49.5 90.6 43.0 79.6

h2 - 52.7 85.0 66.9 76.6 59.7 82.1 88.5 65.0 52.3 80.7

P<0.05 (*) and two (**) asterisks indicate significance by F test at 5 and 1% probability, respectively. Source of variation (SV), degree of freedom (DF),

phosphorus (P), potassium (K), sodium (Na), nitrogen (N), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), iron (Fe), zinc (Zn), copper (Cu) and manganese (Mn), general

combining ability (GCA), specific combining ability (SCA), sum of squares of the general combining ability (SSgca), sum of squares of the specific

combining ability (SSsca) and mean heritability (h2)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.t008
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Among all the phenotypic correlations evaluated, 28% were significant (p<0.01 or p<0.05)

by the t test. The correlations between the most representative variables were grouped as fol-

lows: 71 moderate correlations (56.3% negative) and 68 strong correlations (61.8% positive).

For the genotype correlations, there was an increase in strong correlations, a total of 99

Fig 4. General combining ability (GCA) on parentals for mineral nutrient content in cacao leaves. Bars
with ’ns’ indicate absence of significance, * and ** denote GCA effects twice and thrice greater than SD (gi.),
respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.g004
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Table 9. Effects of specific combining ability (SCA) on progenies for mineral nutrient content.

Progenies P K Na N Ca Mg Fe Zn Cu Mn

SCA 6 x SCA 24 0.20ns -3.20ns -0.45* -0.19ns -0.45ns 0.39* -158** 0.35ns -0.42ns 7.12ns

SCA 6 x P4B 0.07ns -4.00ns 0.38ns -2.19* -0.66ns -0.01ns 140** -9.26ns -2.14ns -414**

SCA 6 x PUCALA 0.02ns 0.23ns -0.25ns 1.84* 0.15ns -0.19ns 6.62ns 22.9* -0.62ns 400**

SCA 6 x IMC 67 0.17ns 4.88* -0.40ns 1.34ns 0.83ns 0.85** 114* -0.01ns 1.61ns 121*

SCA 6 x SJ 02 -0.46* 2.08ns 0.71** -0.79ns 0.13ns -1.04** -104* -14.0ns 1.56ns -114ns

P4B x SCA 24 -0.51* 4.03* 0.01ns 0.96ns 0.20ns -0.54* 169** -2.48ns -0.22ns 190**

PUCALA x SCA 24 0.35ns -0.35ns 0.48* -0.02ns -0.33ns 0.10ns 11.3ns -20.1* 2.31ns -248**

IMC67 x SCA 24 -0.31ns -1.70ns 0.13ns -1.32ns -1.42ns -1.22** -93.8* -10.2ns -0.87ns 43.1ns

SJ 02 x SCA 24 0.27ns 1.21ns -0.17ns 0.56ns 2.01ns 1.3** 71.1ns 32.5** -0.82ns 7.74ns

P4B x PUCALA 0.02ns 3.96* -0.10ns 1.99* 1.26ns 0.03ns -111* 6.80ns 1.39ns 199**

IMC 67 x P4B 0.67** -2.10ns 0.16ns -0.02ns -0.06ns 0.26ns -88.5* 9.67ns 1.81ns -161*

P4B x SJ 02 -0.26ns -1.90ns -0.45* -0.74ns -0.74ns 0.26ns -110* -4.73ns -0.84ns 186**

IMC67 x PUCALA -0.68** -1.77ns 0.03ns -2.39* 0.49ns 0.34ns 9.3ns 2.35ns -2.87ns -137*

PUCALA x SJ 02 0.30ns -2.07ns -0.17ns -1.42ns -1.57ns -0.28ns 83.8* -12.0ns -0.22ns -214**

IMC 67 x SJ 02 0.15ns 0.68ns 0.08ns 2.39* 0.17ns -0.29ns 58.6ns -1.78ns 0.31ns 134*

SD (gi) 0.21 1.90 0.22 0.88 1.83 0.19 40.4 9.41 1.46 59.2

SD (gi—gj) 0.33 3.00 0.35 1.39 2.89 0.29 63.9 14.88 2.31 93.6

* and ** = significance when SCA effects were twice and thrice greater than S.D. (gi.), respectively. Phosphorus (P), potassium (K), sodium (Na), nitrogen

(N), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg) iron (Fe) zinc (Zn), copper (Cu) e manganese (Mn).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.t009

Fig 5. Phenotypic (above diagonal) and genotypic (below diagonal) correlation coefficients between
physiological characteristics. In blue the positive correlations and in red the negative correlations with
p<0.05 (*) and p<0.01 (**). The parameters with most significant correlations are shown. Low correlations
between -0.5 and 0.5 are in blank. For all correlations, see S5 Appendix.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.g005
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correlations (51.5% negative), and a reduction of moderate correlations with a total of 45 cor-

relations, of which 54.3% were positive (S5 Appendix).

Correlations between parameters within groups

For most representative correlations, high similarity was observed between phenotypic and

genotypic correlations, regarding direction (positive or negative) and in magnitude, with two

groups of strong correlations, both for phenotypic and genotypic correlations (upper left and

bottom right regions of Fig 5). These results stimulate the joint description of both types of cor-

relation with punctual discriminations. In the evaluated progenies, strong positive correlations

were observed among most biometric parameters, while the correlations among gas exchange

parameters were very strong, strong and moderate, some positive and some negative (Fig 5).

Net photosynthetic rate (A) strongly correlated with gs (r = 0.8, p<0.01) and moderately

with gs/VPDL (r = 0.69, p<0.01). Correlation between A and E (r = 0.5) and Ci/Ca (r = 0.48)

were not significant (Fig 5, S2 Appendix). The other parameters were grouped with respect to

the correlation direction (positive or negative), so that when gs, Ci, gs/VPDL and Ci/Ca were

positive, the others were too and vice versa. Correlations between parameters of this group

were strong and significant (p<0.01) by the t test. The same occurred between VPDL and

iWUE for direction, which magnitudes were moderate or strong, but all significant (p<0.01).

Correlations of A/Ci with Ci, Ci/Ca, gs and gs/VPDL were negative and significant (p<0.01) by

the t test. Among the parameters related to leaf gas exchange, genotypic correlations followed

their phenotypic counterparts in magnitude, with slightly higher coefficients for some geno-

typic correlations when compared with phenotypic correlations (S5 Appendix).

When we evaluated the correlations between parameters associated with chlorophyll fluo-

rescence, we observed strong and moderate correlations, both positive and negative. The initial

parameters Fo and Fm showed positive and significant (p<0.01 by the t test) mean phenotypic

correlation with each other and their corresponding positive mean genotypic correlation and

of the same magnitude. The Fo/Fm, Fv/Fm and Fv/Fo ratios could be analyzed from the results

of Fo and Fm and the observation of Fv, which together give a broad view of the leaf photo-

chemical state, especially with respect to the indication of stresses [37]. Phenotypic correlations

of Fv/Fo with Fo/Fm, and also of Fv/Fm with Fo/Fm were negative, with strong and weak mag-

nitudes, respectively, while the correlation of Fv/Fo with Fv/Fm was positive and moderate

(r = 0.6). Although all genotypic correlations of the fluorescence ratios maintained the same

signal of their respective phenotypic correlations, the genotypic correlation of Fv/Fo with Fv/

Fm had its magnitude increased from moderate to strong (r = 0.9) (Fig 5, S5 Appendix).

Among mineral nutrients K,Mg and Fe were the most phenotypically correlated. We

observed negative K correlations, both withMg (strong and significant, p<0.01) and Fe (mod-

erate and significant, p<0.05); Magnesium and Fe correlated positively with each other (mod-

erate and significant, p<0.05) (Fig 5, S5 Appendix). Also, Na showed a moderate and positive

no significant correlation with Fe and moderate, negative and significant (p<0.05) with Zn.

Nitrogen showed moderate and positive correlations with Cu (ns by the t test) andMn (p<

0.05 by the t test). Some correlations had their magnitudes increased, such as the genotypic

correlation between K and P, which was moderate and negative, whereas its phenotypic coun-

terpart was low and negative, as well as the correlation between K and Fe, which changed from

a moderate negative (phenotypic) to a strong negative (genotypic).

Correlations between parameters of different groups

Generally, when we evaluated the correlations of growth parameters with fluorescence parameters

of chlorophyll a, it was observed moderate negative correlations of Fv/Fo and Fv/Fmwith all
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growth parameters, with the exception of RDB that showedmoderate correlation (r = 0.65). The

Fo/Fm parameter correlated positively with growth parameters; most of these correlations were

moderate. In the case of Fo and Fm, the former showedmoderate positive correlations only for LN

and RDB and the latter moderate negative correlation with SDB (r = - 0.61) (Fig 5, S5 Appendix).

On the other hand, among the correlation of growth parameters with parameters related to

leaf gas exchange only SDB correlated with most (70%) gas exchange parameters, with moder-

ate magnitudes and positive or negative values, except for iWUE, which showed a strong posi-

tive correlation with SDB. In addition, iWUE showed moderate correlations with most

(62.5%) growth parameters. Analyzing the correlations of growth parameters with mineral

translocation parameters, Na presented moderate negative correlations with most them,

besides strong negative correlations with SH and LA. On the other hand, Fe presented moder-

ate and negative correlations with LN and RDB, whereas with SDB the correlations withMg

and K were positive moderate and strong negative, respectively (Fig 5, S5 Appendix).

Among the chlorophyll fluorescence parameters only Fm correlated with all leaf gas

exchange parameters, with positive correlations of moderate and strong magnitudes, as well as

strong negative correlations. Additionally, Fv/Fo correlated negatively with iWUE, and the

magnitude in this case was moderate. When we analyzed the correlations between fluorescence

parameters and mineral translocation, we noticed higher positive or negative correlation val-

ues. It was observed that K correlated moderately and positively with Fo and Fm. The correla-

tions of Na with Fo and Fo/Fm were of moderate and negative magnitude, and Na with Fv/Fm

and Fv/Fo were positive and strong. Magnesium showed a strong negative correlation with Fm

and a moderate positive correlation with Fo/Fm, whereas Fe was strongly correlated with Fo

and Fm. When we evaluated the correlations between leaf gas exchange and mineral nutrient

translocation parameters, the correlations of K,Mg and Fe with gas exchange parameters were

moderate and strong. Genotypic correlations tended to be larger when compared to their phe-

notypic counterparts, even with changes in magnitude, such as the correlations of K with

iWUE and A/Ci, which changed from moderate to strong (Fig 5).

Parental gene expression profile

Relative expression of genes encoding enzymes involved in two stages of gibberellin biosynthe-

sis was influenced significantly by effects of cacao parental genotypes (p< 0.01) (Fig 6).

Fig 6. Relative quantification of expression of genes encoding enzymes involved in two stages of
gibberellin biosynthesis. TcCPS—Ent-copalyl diphosphate synthase; TcKS—Ent-kaurene synthase; TcKO
—Ent-kaurene oxidase; TcKAO2—Ent-kaurenoic acid oxidase 2, in leaves of six cacao parental genotypes
(SCA 6, SCA 24, PUCALA, P4B, IMC 67 and SJ 02). Dotted line = calibrator. Multiple mean comparisons
were made using Scott-Knott test (p < 0.05). Letters compare means among parentals for the same gene.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178790.g006
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Induction of expression of TcCPS was higher in leaves of SCA 24 followed by P4B, IMC 67

and SJ 02 (Fig 6) whereas in leaves of SCA 6 no change in expression was observed for TcCPS.

Thus, the level of expression was equal to that of the calibrator. For TcKS gene, transcription

was highly induced in leaves of SCA 24 and P4B followed by SCA 6, PUCALA and IMC 67

which shown the same level of expression. In contrast, a lower induction of TcKS transcription

was observed in SJ 02 (Fig 6). Regarding the gene TcKO, leaves of P4B showed the highest tran-

scription induction followed by IMC 67 and SCA 24. On the other hand, leaves of PUCALA

showed non-significant induction of TcKO which did not differ significantly from repression

level observed in SCA 6 and SJ 02. The TcKAO2 gene showed higher induction in leaves of

IMC 67 followed by P4B and SJ 02. In the other parentals genotypes, this gene was downregu-

lated being the highest levels of repression observed in SCA 6 and PUCALA (Fig 6). When

compared the TcKO and TcKAO2 expression levels, only in the SJ 02 parental genotype the

TcKAO2 expression level was higher than TcKO expression level.

Discussion

Currently, the main objectives of cacao breeding programs in the world are resistance to dis-

eases [8,38,39], yield components [2], responses to abiotic stresses like drought stress and high

light incidence and growth vigor [19,40] among other parameters. However, information on

reduction of plant growth is lacking. In this work, we aim to provide information on the

potential of cacao progenies, as well as their parents, regarding physiological parameters

related to growth, gas exchange, chlorophyll fluorescence emission and translocation of miner-

als to leaves.

There was variation among the progenies/treatments for practically all the physiological

parameters evaluated (Tables 4, 6 and 8 and S1, S2, S3 and S4 Appendixes). In practice, these

results demonstrate a high variability among the progenies, which can be used in breeding

programs for selection of parents and/or hybrids with the desired characteristics.

As for the dynamics of genes involved in the different physiological parameters, to better

understand this variability, we followed the methodology described by Sprague and Tatum

[41]. Thus, the relation between GCA and SCA indicates that for some parameters additive

genic effects were more expressive (LDB, SD, LA, SDB, gs, Ci, VpdL,WUE, iWUE, Ci/Ca,A/Ci,

Fo, Fm, Fv, K and Cu), whereas for others non-additive effects (RDB, SH, LN, A, Fv/Fo, Fv/Fm,

P, Na, Ca,Mg, Zn andMn) and a balance between additive and non-additive gene effects

(TDB, Fo/Fm, N and Fe) were more important (Tables 4, 6 and 8). The magnitudes of additive

and non-additive gene effects show that both, selection among parents and within progenies

and even a combination of these two strategies, would be promising for breeding. The signifi-

cant allometries showed exhibit genetic consistency (h2� 70%), and, therefore, low difficulty

in selection and possibility of considerable gains in breeding programs. (Tables 4, 6 and 8).

The amplitudes of variation for the growth parameters SH, SD, LA, LN, RDB, SDB, LDB,

TDB and LAR (S1 Appendix) and the observed variability among progenies for the parameters

involved in the canopy architecture (Table 4) mainly for P4B x PUCALA (high values of SH,

SD, LA and increased of 31.6% on shoot biomass) and PUCALA x SCA 24 (reduced SH, SD,LA

and decrease of 34.7% on shoot biomass) emphasized the importance of understanding the

crown architecture role in production and allocation of carbon in fruit trees as well as struc-

tures of source and sink, like is cited to apple trees, whose first-order stem is the main struc-

tural component of the canopy, besides being the place of fruit production, as occurs in cacao

trees [42].

The phenotypic variability, with strong genetic components, observed among the cacao

progenies for growth parameters and biomass allocation are promising for the delimitation of
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breeding strategies. Among these strategies, the development of plants suitable for increasing

the planting density is the main challenge. The choice of these strategies depends on what

parameters one intends to improve. In this case, it would be interesting to improve on the

basis of parents, but also to work the progeny variability, since SSsca for the above parameters,

although smaller, were also expressive (Table 4). Other approach, for directional modifications

of plant architecture, most of the observed variation for SH, LN and RDB were answered by

the SSsca of each parameter in the progenies (Table 4). Thus, non-additive effects (types of

dominance and, or epistatic) would be more important, with greater possibilities of gain and

development of superior genotypes. So, for crown reduction, maybe the most promising expe-

dient would be the combination of selection of individuals within progenies and also among

different parents.

For growth analysis, crosses with SCAVINA (SCA 6 or SCA 24) showed the greatest in-

fluence on crown reduction when compared to the results of the other parents, since the

progenies with the greatest potential for crown reduction have SCAVINA as their parental

genotype. These results contrast with those observed by Padi and Colleagues [19]. They evalu-

ated survival and vigor in different progenies of cacao under field conditions. Padi and Col-

leagues found that the progenies that had SCAVINA as their female parents were the most

vigorous. However, when Bekele and Colleagues studied the morphological variations of cacao

accessions at the International Germplasm Bank (IGB) in Trinidad, also described, the known

SCAVINA accession (IGB code SCA), as well as a SCAVINA dwarf (SD) [43]. Additionally,

Efron and Colleagues selected a small, narrow-leaf mutant cacao plant in a progeny that had as

one of the parents SCA 12 [44].

In the present work, we can observe two evidences of the possibility of different alleles with

dwarfing effects (with respect to the crown) in progenies that have SCAVINA as one of the

parents. The first evidence is that their progenies showed a reduced crown phenotype (in rela-

tion to the experimental average), with influence in SH reduction. On the other hand, the

cross between SCA 6 and SCA 24 showed medium-sized crown, but a combination of alleles

that provided an increase of almost 15% in SH compared to the average. The second evidence

is that when SCAVINA genotypes were crossed with SJ 02 (high stature), which showed favor-

able alleles for crown growth, the two progenies presented distinct behavior regarding crown

vigor. In SCA 6 x SJ 02 there was a decrease in height and crown biomass, while in SCA 24 x SJ

02 the crown vigor was average and the biomass increased. However, when the SCAVINA

parents were crossed with IMC 67, which presented favorable alleles for reduction in size, both

SCA 6 x IMC 67 and IMC 67 x SCA 24 showed parameters associated to reduced crown (S1

Appendix).

Some authors emphasizes the importance of reducing size and modeling plant architecture

to avoid self-shading, by pruning [5]. Plants with reduced canopy vigor could meet or at least

mitigate this demand, with the advantage of increasing the intervals between prunings, some-

thing economically advantageous. For PUCALA x SCA 24, which showed the most significant

(p<0.01) negative SCA for reduction of components related to crown architecture (SH, SD,

LA, SDB and LDB) (Table 5), a correspondence of negative and significant GCA was observed

in both parents for some parameters and, in at least one parent, for others. This suggests, in

turn, a significant allele concentration (p<0.01) for reduction of size in both parents (Fig 1).

In addition, it is reported in the literature that different lines (such as the parents evaluated in

the present experiment) may have different GCA-favorable alleles [45].

It was not unnoticed that SCA 6 and SCA 24, which showed negative estimates of GCA,

many of them significant (p<0.01) for all growth parameters (Fig 1), when combined in the

SCA 6 X SCA 24 progeny, which presented positive and significant (p<0.01) SCA estimates for

all growth parameters (Table 5, Fig 1). Possibly, alterations occurred in the allelic assemblages
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that conditioned reduction of size and, or biomass, and the group of alleles inherited by the

progeny were favorable to increase size and biomass, such as LDB, SD, LA and SDB. For the

parameters RDB, SH and LN, non-additive gene effects may explain the vigorous phenotype of

SCA 6 x SCA 24.

However, when SCA 6 and SCA 24were crossbred with SJ 02, a genotype that showed posi-

tive and significant (p<0.01) GCA estimates for all growth parameters except for LA, the

resulting progenies showed very different behaviors (Table 5, Fig 1). The allelic combinations

in SCA 6 x SJ 02were favorable for size and biomass reduction (negative SCA), whereas in SCA

24 x SJ 02 the allelic combinations were favorable for increasing size and biomass (SCA posi-

tive) (Table 5), demonstrating genetic effects on the phenotypes of these progenies. The same

explanations apply to PUCALA x SCA 24 and SCA 6 x SCA 24 progenies based on additive and

non-additive gene effects. Changes in biomass allocation, for the development of dwarf geno-

types, may alter biomass partitioning in favor of yield components [9]. The biomass partition-

ing patterns have been studied for decades in fruit trees [46] and the development of dwarf

cocoa plants has been sought since the 1990s as a characteristic of agronomic quality [47].

Some authors studying annual crops report the importance of understanding how physio-

logical parameters relate, as well as their combining abilities. These authors highlight the rela-

tionships between photosynthesis and plant growth and the accumulation of biomass [17]. In

perennial crops such as cacao, understanding these relationships is also important, especially

with regard to source and sink mechanisms, as well as understanding the flow of water from

the leaf to the atmosphere, carbon from the atmosphere to the leaf and their reflections in pho-

tosynthate partitioning that influence the crown architecture formation [3,42]. These factors

and their interactions are associated with light utilization efficiency, which variations consti-

tute an interesting strategy for plant breeding [48].

The phenotypic amplitude for net photosynthetic rate (A) between plants (1–5.6 μmol de

CO2 m
–2 s–1) is consistent with results shown by other cacao reports [49,50]. The highest con-

trasts were observed between SCA 6 x SJ 02 (increase of 39.3% on average) and P4B x PUCALA

(reduction of 22.7% on average). Genotypic variations observed among progenies about net

photosynthesis (A), can be seen mainly on increase of A in SCA 6 x SJ 02 (Table 8) and the cor-

respondence in the genitor SJ 02 (Table 6), with genic effects non-additive higher, but also

with considerable additive effects (Table 5). In a comparative analyzes of different genotypes

for gas exchanges, Daymond and contributors observed genotypic variations for A in IMC 67

and SCA 6, evaluated under the same developmental conditions [11]. As in that work, we

observed in this experiment genotypic variations for A, where gs and Ci were responsible for

the variation of A among progenies (S2 Appendix).

The range of phenotypic variation observed for gs (0.017 to 0.097 mol H2Om–2 s–1) (S2

Appendix) was as previously described by Almeida and contributors and Mielke and contribu-

tors [50,51], who found high variability in species of the Theobroma genus for the control of

leaf gas-exchange with the external environment. Balasimha and contributors, evaluating leaf

gas exchange of different genotypes also observed a genotypic effect in the observed variation

for gs [12]. This can be reinforced from the determined Ci, E and VPDL values. Progenies that

showed higher gs values also showed higher Ci and E, and vice versa. However, progenies sub-

mitted to higher VPDL also had lower gs values (S2 Appendix). For example, progenies of P4B

x PUCALA and PUCALA x SCA 24, in VpdL of 2.1 kPa, had mean values of gs of 0.023 and

0.047 mol H2Om–2 s–1, respectively, whereas progenies IMC 67 x P4B and IMC 67 x PUCALA,

at VpdL of 1.1 kPa, showed gs values of 0.034 and 0.064 mol H2Om–2 s–1, respectively (S2

Appendix). The decrease of gsmay reduce CO2 fixation and its concentration in intracellular

spaces [52]. Some authors reported a tendency to gs reduction with the increase in VPDL,

although the relationship was not significant [49]. The influence of VPDL on the reduction of
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gs is related to the response magnitude of each plant species [53]. In the present study,

responses at the progeny level were quite different. The variability related to responses of the

stomatal behavior to VPDL among genotypes is reported in the literature [54].

The genotypic variations observed among progenies for net photosynthesis (A), can be seen

mainly in the significant A increase (p<0.01) of SCA 6 x SJ 02 (Table 7) and significant corre-

spondence (p<0, 01) in the genitor SJ 02 (Table 6, Fig 2), with higher non-additive genic

effects, but with considerable additive effects (Table 6). On the other hand, for gs, the SCA

effects of SCA 6 x SJ 02 and IMC 67 x PUCALA had correspondence in the GCA of SCA 6 and

IMC 67 (p<0.01) (Table 7, Fig 2). However, for Ci, GCA values of SCA 6 and IMC 67 parents

corresponded to positive and significant (p<0.01) SCA values of SCA 6 x SJ 02, IMC 67 x P4B,

SCA 6 x SCA 24, SCA 6 x PUCALA and IMC 67 x PUCALA progenies, in addition P4B, with

negative and significant GCA (p<0.01), which corresponded to the significance of the negative

effect of progeny SCA 6 x P4B. As for E, the positive SCA values of P4B x SJ 02 (p<0.01), SCA

6 x SJ 02 (p<0.05) and PUCALA x SCA 24 (p<0.05) corresponded with the GCA of SJ 02

(p<0.01) and SCA 24 (p<0.05), whereas of the progenies with significant negative effects only

IMC 67 x SJ 02 (p<0.01) corresponded with its genitor IMC 67 (p<0.01) (Fig 2, Table 7). For

these underlying parameters to gas exchange mentioned above, the major genic effects were

additive, but with considerable non-additive effects (gs = 32.5%, Ci = 25.2% and E = 31.3%)

(Table 5), which shows the great importance of parental selection, but also the possibility of

considering progeny variations in selection stages of breeding programs.

Besides influencing CO2 assimilation, changes in gs also influence the control of water loss

during transpiration [55]. Genotypes that manage to maintain regular rates of photosynthesis

associated with less water loss have an advantage in environments with irregular rain distribu-

tion. On this respect, the amplitudes of water use efficiency values, from 3.0 to 9.3 μmol CO2

mmol-1H2O forWUE and 48.6 to 180.8 μmol CO2 mol-1H2O for iWUE (S2 Appendix) dem-

onstrated variability among progenies likely to be used in breeding programs. To be clearer,

regardingWUE, IMC 67 x P4Bwas 45% above the mean, while SJ 02 x SCA 24 had 43.8% less

WUEwhen compared to the experimental average. As for iWUE, progenies P4B x PUCALA

(62.5%) and P4B x SJ 02 (62.1%) were more efficient, whereas SCA 6 x SJ 02was 35.6% less effi-

cient, compared to the experimental average (S2 Appendix). The variations found forWUE

and iWUE, attributed to progenies effects, are in agreement with studies conducted by Day-

mond and colleagues for different cacao genotypes [11].

ForWUE, the best result was observed for IMC 67 x P4B, which showed the highest mean

[8.3 μmol (CO2) mmol-1 (H2O)] (S2 Appendix) and a greater effect of SCA, which corre-

sponded to GCA of the parent IMC 67, with both effects significant (p<0.01) (Fig 2, Table 7).

For iWUE, the progeny P4B x SJ 02 showed the highest SCA value (p<0.05), with GCA corre-

spondence in the P4B parent (p<0.01) (Fig 2, Table 7). There was a slight superiority of the

additive effects forWUE (54.9%), demonstrating that non-additive effects cannot be disre-

garded. On the other hand, the additive effects (87.4%) predominated with respect to iWUE,

indicating the importance of selecting the parents for the design of genetic improvement pro-

grams to optimize the use of water resources (Table 6).

The efficiency of carboxylation (A/Ci), associated with the processing speed of fixed CO2,

allows the study of factors subsequent to the stomatal cavities that may influence photosynthe-

sis [56], and statistically discriminated progenies in the present work. The most efficient prog-

enies with respect to A/Ci were P4B x SCA 24, SCA 6 x P4B and P4B x SJ 02whereas the less

efficient progenies were IMC 67 x PUCALA, 6 x IMC 67, 6 x PUCALA and IMC 67 x P4B (S2

Appendix). Under the conditions of the present experiment, if we consider the most contrast-

ing progenies for A/Ci, and draw a parallel with A values of the same progenies, we can observe

that SCA 6 x SJ 02showed low A/Ci (0.013 mol m–2 s–1), high A (4.0 μmol (CO2) m
–2 s–1) and
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high Ci = 305.7 μmol (CO2) mol-1. On the other hand, P4B x SCA 24 showed high A/Ci (0.033

mol m–2 s–1), low A (3.2 μmol (CO2) m
–2 s–1) and low Ci (113.2 μmol (CO2) mol-1) (S2 Appen-

dix). This comparison may indicate that gs and Ci have a large influence on A/Ci and the

observed variations may be partly a reflection of post-stomatal processes (non-stomatal con-

straints) related to Rubisco concentration, as well as their activity and, or regeneration rate

[56,57]. Although, higher concentrations of Ci can cause inhibition of Rubisco oxygenase

activity, competitively favoring the carboxylase activity and therefore increasing the photosyn-

thetic rate [58]. Moreover, among the A/Ci results, SCA 6 x P4B had its performance associated

with the higher positive effects of SCA (p<0.05), which corresponded to the GCA effects of

the P4B parent (p<0.01) (Fig 2, Table 6) and a predominance of additive effects (SSgca =

87.1%) (Table 5). However, directions in breeding programs for post-stomatal influences

(such as activity, concentration and regeneration of Rubisco) would be more likely to be suc-

cessful in selection among parents than among the progenies evaluated in the present work.

Correlations varied in the direct or inverse direction (+ or -). The net photosynthetic rate

(A) was mainly influenced by gs, which can be verified by the strong positive and significant

phenotypic correlation (r = 0.83; t test, p<0.01) and the corresponding genotypic correlation

(r = 0.88) (Fig 5 and S5 Appendix) between these two factors, as has already been described in

the literature [11]. The positive correlations of gs with Ci, gs/VPDL and Ci/Ca show that the

high gs values concurred for higher Ci values, as expected. Daley and contributors described a

direct relationship between gs and Ci and conditioned the reduction of CO2 in the substomatic

cavities and intercellular spaces to low gs rates [52]. The moderate negative correlation of

VPDL with gs (test t, p<0.01) showed that, under the conditions of the present experiment, a

higher VPDL is related to the reduction of gs and other related parameters (Ci, Ci/Ca and gs/

VPDL), differing statistically from these, but did not have expressive influences on A. This can

be verified by observing the correlation between A and VPDL (S5 Appendix), which, although

negative, was weak and not significant by the t test. Baligar and contributors reported reduc-

tions of A with increased VPDL. In parallel, these authors observed little reduction of gs and

increase of Ci, both in response to the increase of VPDL, although it was not significant [49].

With the increase of VPDL, the plant tends to reduce gs, maintaining its water status, a survival

strategy [59].

RegardingWUE, it presented a strong positive correlation with Ci and negative with E and

VPDL, whereas iWUE showed strong negative correlations with gs, Ci, Ci/Ca and gs/VPDL, and

positive with A/Ci (Fig 5). According to Massonnet and contributors, environmental factors

such as temperature and relative humidity can influenceWUEmore directly, which may

explain the negative correlation betweenWUE and VPDL. These authors report that iWUE

show a more effective genetic control and it is less subjected to environmental factors than

WUE [60]. Therefore, the negative correlations of iWUEwith gs, Ci, Ci/Ca and gs/VPDL are

expected, since the greater efficiency of water use is related to the maintenance of internal CO2

concentrations that guarantee the maintenance of the plant physiological processes, without

compromising water loss or increase. This is mainly achieved through stomatal control

[50,61]. Significant genetic correlations between the parameters underlying gas exchange, such

as correlations between Ci/Ca and iWUE, have been observed among different plant species

[62]. Variability within a species is related to their ability to adjust to environmental variations,

with a strong role of leaf biochemistry (such as RUBISCO carboxylation rate, electron transport

rate) and stomatal responses [60].

Regarding carboxylation, its efficiency (A/Ci) showed strong positive and significant corre-

lations (t test, p<0.01) with VPDL and iWUE, strong negative correlations with Ci, Ci/Ca and

gs/VPDL and moderate negative correlation with gs (Fig 5). As previously mentioned, the

increase of VPDL was correlated with the decrease of gs. This limits the supply of new CO2
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molecules into the stomatal cavity and favors increased carboxylation efficiency. Therefore,

same-sense correlations, as of A/Ciwith gs and Ci are expected. If that were not the case, reduc-

tion of gs and increase of Cimay reveal low carboxylation efficiency [56], which may be an

important parameter in the study of variability between different specimens for the carboxyla-

tion efficiency of RUBISCO, as well as its concentration. As an example, we can compare the

most contrasting progenies for A/Ci in the present work. In a joint analysis of gs, Ci and A/Ci

values of IMC 67 x P4B and P4B x SCA 24 progenies, we can see that, with gs of 0.034 mol

(H2O) m
-2 s-1, the IMC 67 x P4B progeny showed a Ci value of 268 μmol mol-1, whereas P4B x

SCA 24, with gs of 0.030 mol (H2O) m
-2 s-1 presented a Ci of 91.5 μmol mol-1. The A/Ci value

for IMC 67 x P4B was 0.01 mol (air) m-2 s-1, the mean A/Ci value for P4B x SCA 24was 0.041

mol (air) m-2 s-1 (S2 Appendix), with a slight numerical superiority in the A value for P4B x

SCA 24, demonstrating post-stomatal effects on the differences between progenies.

The fluorescence emission of chlorophyll a parameters at the leaf level are considered a

powerful tools to evaluate the efficiency of photosystem 2 (PS2) as well as changes in photosyn-

thesis in response to abiotic stresses [63]. Since phenotypic expressions are responses of the

environmental, genotypic and their interaction effects, subjecting progenies to the same envi-

ronmental conditions may be an efficient way of assessing the existence of genetic variability

for the fluorescence parameters.

When we analyzed the Fo (amplitude of 6921 to 7883 relative units) and Fm (37395 to

43018 relative units) (S3 Appendix) parameters, IMC 67 x P4B and IMC 67 x SCA 24 showed

the highest SCA values for Fo and Fm that corresponded to GCA of the parent IMC 67 (p

<0.01). For Fm the highest positive value of SCA (p<0.01) for IMC 67 x P4B (p<0,01), and six

other progenies (Table 7) also presented high SCA values, all of which corresponded to GCA

of one of the parents IMC 67 or SCA 6 (p<0.01). Balasimha and contributors observed geno-

typic variations among cacao plants for parameters associated with chlorophyll fluorescence as

promising for selection and breeding programs [12]. For the effects of negative SCA, P4B x

PUCALA presented the most negative values (p<0.01), with correspondence in both parents,

and another five progenies presented negative value correspondence in at least one of the

parents, who had GCA (P<0.01 or p<0.05) (Fig 3, Table 7). For Fo there was a greater influ-

ence of the additive effects, but with complementary non-additive effects also expressive

(45.6%). However, for Fm there was a predominance of additive effects, with 27% of non-addi-

tive effects (Table 6). In this case, improvement aimed at exploring the potential of the parents

would give greater security in relation to the objectives proposed in the breeding program.

Regarding derived parameters, the results obtained for Fv/Fm (0.81 to 0.83) and Fo/Fm

(0.18 to 0.20) which were not statistically significant and significant, respectively (S3 Appen-

dix), were within the acceptable values, which denotes regularity and good efficiency in rela-

tion to the conversion of light energy by the PS2. Therefore, it is possible to infer that the

photosynthetically active radiation did not harm the photosynthetic apparatus, or just pre-

sented photoinhibition traces [56,57,64]. The increase of Fo/Fm is related to a higher rate of

plastoquinone A reduction than to oxidation of plastoquinone B and, or activity of photosys-

tem 1 (PS1) in plants exposed to NaCl. Some authors consider the increase of Fo/Fm may be a

marker of plant response to salt stress [65,66]. In this way, since the progenies were statistically

different for Fo/Fm, under the conditions of the present experiment, it may be interesting to

evaluate the responses of these progenies to saline stress. As for Fv/Fo, which corresponds to

the potential photosynthetic activity, its decrease is related to the decrease in efficiency of the

photochemical process and the electron transport chain in PS2, while its increase is related to

greater capacity to convert light energy into chemical energy [67]. The observed patterns for

the progenies (4.1 to 4.7) were above the minimum standards described in the literature for
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plants that were not subjected to stresses such as saline or related to mineral elements

[56,67,68]. The progenies showed statistically different results (S3 Appendix).

For Fv/Fm, P4B x PUCALA showed higher SCA (p<0.01), with GCA correspondence in

the P4B parent (p<0.01), while IMC 67 x PUCALA (p<0.01) showed negative effect corre-

sponded to the parent IMC 67 (p<0.01) (Fig 3, Table 6), whose non-additive effects were pre-

dominant (SSsca = 70.3%) (Table 5). For Fv/Fo, SCA 6 x SJ 02 and P4B x SJ 02 presented the

most contrasting SCA values (SCA = 0.146 and -0.167, p<0.01, respectively)and corresponded

to SCA 6 (GCA = 0.091) and P4B (GCA = -0.087), respectively, Contrasting from what was

observed for Fo and Fm, the other parameters related to chlorophyll fluorescence had a pre-

dominance of non-additive effects (Table 5). In this case, the selection of plants with character-

istics of interest within or between progenies would have a greater chance of success than if the

parents were used.

The performance index (PItotal) gives an overview of photochemical events, and, therefore,

it is important in the distinction of photosynthetic behavior [69]. The amplitude of PItotal val-

ues (0.914 to 2.28) showed variability among the progenies for this parameter. This can be

seen when we observed the results of the most contrasting progenies among them, and com-

pared these results with the average experimental performance. Progenies of IMC 67 x SJ 02,

IMC 67 x PUCALA and PUCALA x SCA 24were higher than progenies of SJ 02 x SCA 24, SCA

6 x PUCALA and SCA 6 x P4B This amplitude of 76.4% among the most contrasting progenies

may be useful in breeding programs that consider inclusion of parameters related to chloro-

phyll fluorescence [12,70]. According to Kalaji and Guo and also Kalaji and contributors, there

are three essential components for vitality variations: (i) a concentration of active reaction cen-

ters; (ii) the primary photochemical quantum yield; and (iii) the strength related to the reac-

tions in the dark, after reduction of plastoquinone A [71,72].

The evaluation of parameters related to chlorophyll fluorescence provides a diagnosis of the

effects of plant-environment interactions on the performance of PS2 and, if these effects are

harmful, they can reduce the functioning efficiency of this machinery [56,65,67]. The correla-

tion between Fv/Fo and Fv/Fm, was positive and moderate (p<0.05) as previously described

(Fig 5). Basically these two parameters give the same information, but with different values

and amplitude. While Fv/Fo can show large variations with significant declines, especially with

respect to stressed materials, the Fv/Fm values change very slowly as a response to partial

photoinhibition. [73,74]. There was correlation between these two parameters (Fig 5), which

remained within an acceptable range (S3 Appendix), showing absence of photoinhibition,

which could be detected at different times of duration and intensity with the use of both

parameters. The increase in the magnitude of the genotypic correlation to very strong, com-

pared with its phenotypic counterpart (which was moderate), shows that there were expressive

influences of random effects on the phenotypic correlation.

The correlations of Fo/Fm with Fv/Fm and Fv/Fo were negative, weak (ns) and very strong

(p<0.01) respectively (Fig 5). Since these are sensitive parameters to stressful conditions, and

there is variation regarding progenies potential to accumulate minerals in the leaves, among

them minerals with greater stressor potential when in high concentrations, such as Na (S4

Appendix), it is understandable that these parameters are inversely correlated. Since Fo/Fm

increases with stress, whereas under stress Fv/Fm and Fv/Fo decrease (greater photoinhibi-

tion), the absence of photoinhibition signals (acceptable values of Fv/Fm and Fv/Fo for non-

stressing conditions) may be related to the absence of stress or differential tolerance of proge-

nies to random stressors (environment-genotype interaction), since linear correlations

between the parameters occurred. This can be based on the average results of Fo/Fm, Fv/Fo

and the average differential accumulation of minerals in the progenies leaves (S3 and S4

Appendix). The magnitude of the phenotypic correlation between Fo/Fm and Fv/Fm was low,
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while its genotype counterpart was very high. This demonstrates a large number of random

effects for the phenotypic correlation between Fo/Fm and Fv/Fm (Fig 5, S5 Appendix). Con-

trasting the phenotypic and genotypic correlation coefficients of Fv/Fo x Fo/Fm, Fv/Fm x Fo/

Fm and Fv/Fo x Fv/Fm show that this joint analysis may serve as a refinement for studies of

chlorophyll fluorescence in cacao.

The evaluated progenies showed significant statistical differences for accumulation of

macro and mineral micronutrients at the leaf level, except for Ca and Cu. Vliet and Contribu-

tors reviewed the plant nutrition theme and reported that different authors define the concen-

tration of nutrients at the leaf level as the actual absorption of nutrients by the plant and with a

strong influence on crop yield [75]. The accumulation of P observed in the leaves of PUCALA

x SCA 24 and IMC 67 x P4B (15.8% and 12.7% higher than the average, respectively) with the

highest positive effect of SCA for IMC 67 x P4B (p<0), 01), and GCA of the P4B (p<0.05)

(Fig 4, Table 9), besides the predominance of non-additive genetic effects (Table 8), indicates

that a selection for P accumulation in leaves it would have greater possibility successful from

the progenies.

In relation to potassium (K), the variations observed in the leaf tissues of the evaluated

cacao progenies were 6.83 to 29.4 g kg-1DM, which represented an increase of 36.2%, 32.5%

and 24.7% K concentrations in the leaves of SCA 6 X IMC 67, IMC 67 x SCA 24 and IMC 67 x

PUCALA, respectively. On the other hand, a reduction of 25.9%, 27.7% and 40.5% K concen-

tration in the leaves was found for PUCALA x SJ 02, P4B x SJ 02 and SCA 6 x P4B, respectively

(S4 Appendix). Genetic differences between genotypes of various cultivated species have been

described in the literature regarding translocation and use of K. An increase in the efficiency

of uptake, accumulation and use may have a significant effect on reduction of fertilizer use

[76,77]. The progeny SCA 6 x IMC 67, with a higher positive effect of SCA (p<0.05) for the

accumulation of K in leaves, presented GCA correspondence in both parents (p<0.05) (Fig 4,

Table 8), and the sums of squares show higher additive effects (SSgca = 58.3%), but also with

sizable non-additive effects (SSsca = 41.7%) (Table 7). Together, this information suggests that

both the use of parents and the selection within progenies gives good success chances on the

improvement for this trait.

In the case of Na, the most expressive genic effects were non-additives, as the percentage of

SSsca that explains the general variation was of the order of 76.8%. Some progenies had signifi-

cant SCA values for this parameter, such as SCA 6 x SJ 02, with the highest positive values (p

<0.01), in contrast to P4B x SJ 02 and SCA 6 x SCA 24 (p<0.05) (Table 9). These results cor-

roborate the possibility of using progenies in selection stages, either for obtaining plants that

accumulate more leaf Na, without serious phytotoxicity effects, or even in saline soils have

lower Na accumulated in the aerial part and do not suffer damages that cause significant yield

losses. In addition to well-known Na functions in C4 and CAMmetabolism plants, such as

regeneration of phosphoenolpyruvate, this element is chemically similar to K, and can, even in

C3 plants, substitute K as a cofactor in some enzymes and have a relationship with stomata

opening and closure and cellular expansion [78,79]. Gattward and contributors observed syn-

ergism between Na and K, in the photosynthetic process, water use efficiency and even in the

nutrition of cacao plants [80].

Regarding leaf accumulation of N, the amplitude among progenies was of 15.7 to 23.4 g kg-1

DM for SCA 6 x P4B (reduction of 19.1%) and PUCALA x SJ 02 (increase of 7.5%) (S4 Appen-

dix) when compared to the experimental average. Daymond and contributors observed signifi-

cant differences in leaf N concentration when evaluating different cacao clones, corroborated

in the present study [11]. In addition, we observed a correlation between the GCA effects (p

<0.01) of SJ 02 and P4B parents with the SCA effects of IMC 67 x SJ 02 and P4B x PUCALA,

respectively (Fig 4, Table 9), and, also,high non-additive effects (SSsca = 53.9%) (Table 8).
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Furthermore, SCA 24 showed potential to be tested as a parent in other crosses, since it pre-

sented high GCA value and additive effects, whose favorable alleles for leaf N accumulation

were expressive (SSgca = 46.1%) (Table 8).

The amplitude of 6.23 to 10.3 g kg-1DM observed for magnesium (Mg) statistically discrim-

inated progenies. When compared to the experimental average, the accumulations ofMg in

the leaves of SJ 02 x SCA 24 and P4B x SJ 02were higher than the average in 9.8 and 9.0%

respectively. On the other hand, IMC 67 x SCA 24 accumulated 18.4% lessMg than the experi-

mental average (S4 Appendix). In the range found, leafMg concentrations that caused toxicity

were not observed in any of the progenies (> 50 g kg-1DM) [4]. Magnesium is translocated to

the plant shoot through leaf transpiration, The apoplastic concentration in the aerial part is

very similar to that of the xylem sap; thus, there is an influx ofMg2+ into the tissue cells of the

aerial part, coordinated mainly by transport proteins of the MRS2 family. Once allocated

inside shoot cells,Mg has a wide range of known functions, among which stands out its im-

portant role in photosynthesis [81]. The progeny SJ 02 x SCA 24, which showed the highest

leaf Mg concentration, also showed higher SCA (p<0.01), which matched the GCA of the SJ

02 parent (p<0.05). Therefore, there is a high possibility of genetic gains through progeny

selection, since there was a predominance of non-additive effects (Tables 8 and 9, Fig 4),

besides being an promising progeny, because showed interesting results for K, N and Ca

(S4 Appendix).

Calcium (Ca) has an important structural functions as well as a signaling of plant responses

to environmental factors, such as stomatal opening and closure responses [82]. However, it

did not significantly differentiate the progenies (Scott-Knott, p<0.05) that showed an ampli-

tude of 7.49 to 11.6 g kg-1DM. P4B x PUCALA accumulated 15.4% more Ca in leaves com-

pared to the experimental average (S4 Appendix). Possibly, the experimental conditions

(standardized environment), in order to evaluate the genetic effects, are related to the absence

of significant statistical differences for this element. Additionally, no concentrations of Ca

were found that could cause leaf toxicity in any progeny, which, according to White and

Brown is greater than 100 g kg-1DM [4]. In addition, the GCA and SCA values, broken down

by parents and progenies respectively, were not statistically different by the deviation method

(Fig 4, Table 9).

Among the evaluated micronutrients (Fe, Zn, Cu andMn), only Cu did not show statisti-

cally significant differences among progenies probably, due to the experimental coefficient of

variation (10.4%). Despite this, PUCALA x SCA 24 accumulated 33.8% more and SJ 02 x SCA

24 accumulated 20.1% less Cu in the leaves than the experimental average (S4 Appendix). On

the other hand, the progenies behaved in a different way regarding leaf accumulation of Fe,

which presented amplitude among progenies of 144 to 708 mg kg-1DM (S4 Appendix). The

leaf concentrations of Fe for PUCALA x SCA 24, SCA 6 x P4B and P4B x SCA 24were 54.0, 49.9

and 46.0%, respectively, higher than the general average, whereas the progenies SCA 6 x SJ 02,

IMC 67 x P4B And IMC67 x PUCALAwere 29.8, 34.8 and 40.4% lower than the general mean,

respectively. Regarding the combination abilities, P4B x SCA 24 presented the highest SCA

effect (p<0.01), which corresponded to the GCA effects of SCA 24 and P4B parents (p<0.01),

with a balance between additive effects (SSgca = 50.5%) and non-additive (SSsca = 49.5%)

(Table 8). Therefore, the use of both P4B and SCA 24, as well as their progenies, which crosses

involve at least one of these parents present a potential for success in improving Fe absorption.

Leaf accumulation of Zn showed amplitude among progenies of 77.3 to 175 mg kg-1DM

(S4 Appendix). When the progeny averages were compared to the experimental average, IMC

67 x P4B and IMC 67 x SCA 24 accumulated 20.0 and 11.4% more Zn, while the progenies IMC

67 x SJ 02 and SCA 6 x P4B accumulated 12.9 and 17.8% less Zn in the leaves, respectively. On

the other hand, SJ 02 x SCA 24 had the highest positive effect of SCA (p<0.01) and PUCALA x
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SCA 24 showed a higher negative effect of SCA for Zn (p<0.05). Although the parents did not

differ significantly regarding the effects of GCA for Zn accumulation, some progenies had sig-

nificant SCA values for this mineral (Fig 4, Table 9).

ForMn leaf accumulation, the amplitude among progenies was 591 to 1593 mg kg-1DM

(S4 Appendix) where P4B x PUCALA, P4B x SCA 24 and SJ 02 x SCA 24 accumulated 34.4,

23.5 and 19.2% more Mn, respectively, whereas PUCALA x SCA 24, IMC67 x PUCALA and

SCA 6 x P4B accumulated 21.5, 28.0 and 39.5% less Mn in leaves, compared to the general

average. Differential effects of GCA for PUCALA, SJ 02 and SCA 24 for leafMn accumulation

corresponded mainly to the progenies SCA 6 x PUCALA, P4B x PUCALA, P4B x SCA 24 and

P4B x SJ 02 (p< 0.01) (Fig 4, Table 9). The most expressive effects were non-additives, since

for Zn and Mn the respective SSsca’s were 90.6% and 79.6% (Table 8). These results corrobo-

rate the possibility of using these progenies in breeding selection stages, as it was said for Na,

in order to select plants more tolerant to possible toxic effects or greater use efficiency.

Vliet and Colleagues have pointed out some necessary directions that can help to under-

stand the physiology of cacao trees. Among them, they mentioned the need to understand

the translocation and use of mineral nutrients, not only NPK and secondary macronutrients,

as Ca andMg, but micronutrients [75]. Micronutrients, besides being required at lower con-

centrations than macronutrients for plant growth and reproduction, are involved in several

fundamental functions, such as photosynthetic electron transport (Fe, Cu andMn), enzyme

activations (Mn and Zn) and metalloproteins constituents (Fe,Mn, Cu) [83].

Interactions between mineral nutrients occur throughout the cacao life cycle [60]. In the

present experiment, concentrations of P, which presented non-significant weak or moderate

phenotypic correlations with most of the other mineral elements, had a negative and moderate

correlation with K (r = -0.67). The negative correlations of K with Mg (high and p<0.01) and

Fe (moderate and p<0.05) (Fig 5, S5 Appendix) were as observed by [78]. These authors

reported that the increase of K is related to the decrease of the accumulation of P, Ca, Mg, Fe

and Mn in the aerial part. As an example, we can observe the average values of accumulation

of K, Mg and Fe in two progenies in the present work. When compared to the experimental

average, IMC 67 x SCA 24 accumulated 32.5% more K in the leaves but accumulated 18.4%

less Mg and 21.3% less Fe than the experimental average. The progeny SCA 6 x P4B accumu-

lated 41% less K, but 5% more Mg and 49.6% more Fe than the experimental average (S4

Appendix). Also, Na correlated with Fe (not significant by the t test) and Zn (p<0.05 by the t

test), with a moderate and positive correlation with the former and moderate and negative

with the latter. Nitrogen showed moderate and positive correlations with Cu (ns by t test) and

Mn (p<0.05 by t test). Some genetic correlations had their magnitudes increased, such as the

genotype correlation between K and P, which was moderate and negative, whereas its pheno-

typic counterpart was low and negative, as well as the correlation of K and Fe that changed

from moderate negative (phenotypic) to high negative (genotypic) (Fig 5, S5 Appendix). The

direct or inverse relationships of mineral accumulation in plants are described in the literature

as one of the main mechanisms that maintains cytoplasmic and vacuolar osmolarity, as well as

its importance in detoxification [82].

Correlations between parameters of different physiological groups

The relationships between physiological parameters of growth, gas exchange, chlorophyll a

fluorescence emission and leaf accumulation of mineral nutrients are important tools to

understand the dynamics of the joint variation of these parameters (direct or inverse pheno-

typic correlations), as well as the magnitude of genetic influences (genotypic correlations).

Most phenotypic correlations (with rare exceptions), among the parameters that showed
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statistical significance by the t test, had expressive correspondences in magnitude in the geno-

typic correlations for the same parameters. The values of the genotypic correlations were of

the same magnitudes or higher than their corresponding phenotypic correlation values (Fig 5).

In practical terms, the observed phenotypic performance, based on the correlations between

the parameters, showed a significant adherence of genetic values, which show less influence of

random effects and higher genic effects, since these two factors combined are the origin of phe-

notypic correlation [84]. Therefore, we realized that the expressive phenotypic correlations did

not occur by random effects, but by genetic actions.

In the context of physiological relationships, stem biomass (SDB) was the parameter that

presented the highest number of moderate and strong expressive correlations, with 59.4 and

65.6%, respectively, for phenotypic and genotypic correlations. These were positive all those

with the other biometric parameters, besides those with Fo/Fm (moderate), VPDL (moderate),

iWUE (strong), A/Ci (moderate) andMg (moderate). However, the SDB correlations with Fm,

Fv/Fo, gs, Ci, gs/VPDL, Ci/Ca and Na were moderate negative, and with K it was strong and

negative (Fig 5, S5 Appendix). Although Na translocation showed a moderate and positive cor-

relation with Fe, Fv/Fm, Fv/Fo, E and Cu (Fig 5, S5 Appendix), we observed that all correlations

between Na and growth parameters were inverse, moderate or strong, that is, plants that trans-

locate more Na to the leaves tend to present reduced height and biomass of their organs (Fig

5). Relationship between vigor, translocation of mineral nutrients, water use efficiency and

photochemical capacity are reported for tree species [85].

For the relationships of fluorescence parameters with growth, the moderate and significant

correlations observed between Fo x RDB (positive) and Fm x SDB (negative) (Fig 5), demon-

strate the possibility of selecting plants for RDB and SDB vigor in early developmental stages.

In general, the parameters of fluorescence and accumulation of mineral nutrients correlated

with growth. For Fo/Fm the correlation were weak or moderate with SH (ns), SD (ns), LA

(p<0.05), LN (p< 0.05), RDB (ns), SDB (p<0.05), LDB (ns) and TDB (ns) while for Fv/Fo

showed negative, moderate and significant correlations with all growth parameter and pre-

sented the same genotypic correspondences (Fig 5, S5 Appendix). On the other hand, Fv/Fm

presented negative, weak and non-significant correlations, except for RDB (moderate, p

<0.01), which had all their genotypic correspondences increased, which demonstrates the

strong influence of random environmental effects on the phenotype for this parameter. More-

over, under the experimental conditions, Fo/Fm showed a direct correlation with growth vigor

and biomass accumulation, whereas, with the same group of parameters, Fv/Fo, Fv/Fm and Na

showed inverse correlations. Moderate and positive correlations between Fo/Fm with several

growth parameters, such as height, leaf area and dry stem biomass, and, especially, the moder-

ate and strong negative correlations of Fv/Fm and Fv/Fo with growth parameters indicate that

the parameters related to chlorophyll fluorescence could be used in the early stages of growth

to select plants of reduced vigor with dwarfing potential.

According to Lucena and colleagues, and also Rohacek there is an increase of Fo/Fm with

greater plant exposure to NaCl [65,66], whereas Lichtenthaler and colleagues report that in

leaves, with partial photoinhibition, Fm/Fo values tend to decrease significantly, as Fv/Fo [74].

In the present work, we observed moderate negative (p<0.05) correlations between Fm/Fo

with Na and moderate positives with Fv/Fo (p<0.01) and Fv/Fm (p<0.05) (Fig 5). Pilon-

Smits and colleagues reported that most studies related to Na in plants focus on the phytotox-

icity caused by its excess, rather than its role as a beneficial or essential element, depending on

the crop. In works with partial replacement of K+ by Na+ [78], however Gattward and col-

leagues verified that Na+ can act as a beneficial mineral nutrient for cacao. These same authors

identified beneficial effects of Na forWUE, photosynthesis and mineral nutrition in cacao

[80].
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Besides Na, other mineral nutrients that show positive or negative correlations with fluo-

rescence parameters were K,Mg and Fe (Fig 5). For example, K correlated weakly and posi-

tive (r = 0.46) with Fo, but moderate and positive (r = 0.69) with Fm, whereasMg showed a

strong negative correlation with Fm and moderate and positive with Fo/Fm, whereas Fe was

strongly correlated with Fo and Fm (Fig 5, S5 Appendix). When some authors evaluated the

relationships of N, P and K with chlorophyll fluorescence in Caesalpinia echinata, did not

observe the influence of these minerals to fluorescence parameters such as quantum effi-

ciency of PS2 and performance index [86]. The relationships between fluorescence parame-

ters and mineral accumulation are described in the literature as tools to identify tolerance to

salt stress [87].

Among the fluorescence parameters, only Fm correlated with all leaf gas exchange parame-

ters, with correlations of moderate and strong positive values, and strong negative correlations

(Fig 5). In addition, the Fv/Fo parameter showed a moderate negative correlation with iWUE

(Fig 5). These results contrast with those of Daymond and contributors, who did not find sta-

tistically significant relationships between leaf gas exchange parameters and chlorophyll fluo-

rescence in cacao genotypes [11].

When we evaluated the correlations between leaf gas exchange parameters and mineral

nutrient translocation, we observed that the correlations of K,Mg and Fe with gas exchange

parameters were moderate to strong (Fig 5). The correlation betweenMg and A/Ci can be

explained by the important role ofMg in the activation of RUBISCO and as a component of

the chlorophyll molecule. The negative correlation between K and A/Cimay have undergone

pleiotropic influences, since a strong inverse correlation was observed between K andMg (r =

-0.74), something already described by Li and contributors [88], and that in the present study

also reflected in high genotypic correlation (r = -0.86) (S5 Appendix). In this way, plants of

cacao that have a greater accumulation of K in leaves tend to decrease the accumulation of

Mg2+ in these organs, and, consequently, to have a lower carboxylation efficiency. On the

other hand, as a strong negative genotypic correlation was observed between K and Fe (r =

0.72) (Fig 5), following the same logic [88], this may have influenced the strong positive genetic

correlation between Fe and A/Ci (r = 0.86). In addition, a high positive genotypic correlation

was observed for K and gs (r = 0.81) (S5 Appendix). In this regard, Rengel and Damon [77]

reported that genotypes with high K translocation capacity between organs present higher gs,

which at least in part also explains the positive correlation of K with Ci. Other factor that may

have influenced this correlation is the negative relationship of K withMg, since the greater

accumulation of K in leaves tends to reduce the accumulation ofMg, which, consequently

reduces the efficiency of carboxylation and competes for the increase of Ci.

From the growth parameter correlations with the mineral translocation parameters, Fe pre-

sented moderate and negative correlations with LN and RDB, whereasMg presented a moder-

ate positive correlation with SDB (Fig 5). In turn, Na presented moderate negative correlations

with most of the growth parameters, in addition to strong negative correlations with SH and

LA. Therefore, plants that accumulate a greater amount of Na in the leaves tend to have

reduced size. High concentrations of mineral elements such as Namay inhibit plant growth

[4], with detrimental effects on photochemical efficiency. In addition, Na presented a moder-

ate and positive correlation with the photosynthesis rate and strong positive correlations with

Fv/Fo and E (Fig 5). As previously mentioned, the increase of Fv/Fo is related to the greater

capacity to convert light energy to chemical energy [67]. Thus, if the decrease of Fv/Fo is

related to the reduction of the photochemical process efficiency and the electron transport

chain of PS2 [67], then it does not appear that the correlations of Na with growth parameters,

which were moderate or strong (p<0.01 by t-test), except for SDB, were due to damages of the

photosynthetic apparatus.
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Parental gene expression profile

Many gene expression studies of the gibberellin biosynthetic pathway have been performed in

several fruit tree species and provide insight about aspects of plant growth and development,

including those dwarfism or semidwarfism phenotypes related [89–92]. As could be observed

in Fig 6, the relative expression of genes involved in the first two stages of gibberellin biosyn-

thesis showed variation among the parental contrasting genotypes for height. However, the

variations in the expression profiles of the CPS and KS genes (1˚ pathway stage), as well as KO

(2˚ pathway stage), do not seem to endorse the phenotypic contrast of parental height. About

the diterpenoids biosynthesis pathway, when Geranylgeranyl-diphosphate (GGDP) is con-

verted into ent-copalyl-pyrophosphate, it this compound may give rise to several secondary

metabolites, terpenoids or alkaloids, as well as also occurs with ent-kaurene or ent-kaurenoic

acid. This is may explain the absence of relationship between the parental phenotypes and

gene expression of CPS, KS and KO. On the other hand, the gene KAO 2, whose product is

downstream in the pathway, when compared to the products of the other genes evaluated [93],

and whose catalytic reaction on ent-kaurenoic acid give rise the first gibberellin in the pathway

(GA12), was highly downregulated in the SCA 6 and Pucala genotypes and downregulated in

SCA 24. Therefore, the low relative expression of KAO 2 may be related to low size of the SCA

6, SCA 24 and Pucala genotypes. Parental genotypes that were classified like of medium and

high sizes had KAO 2 expression induced when compared with the calibrator, which rein-

forces the relation possibility.

Conclusions

Most of the parameters evaluated show that in order to select plants with the desired perfor-

mance, including progenies of low, medium and high size, none complex improvement strat-

egy would be necessary, since were observed high and medium heritabilities.

Among the groups of parameters, growth and biomass, as well as chlorophyll fluorescence

showed, in a general way, some variables with higher GCA and others with SCA, which reveals

the importance of both additive and nonaddictive effects for these parameter sets. The parental

genotypes SCA 6 and SCA 24 showed the highest negative combining ability to growth and

biomass, and therefore, a greater accumulation of favorable additive effects to reduce vegeta-

tive vigor, whereas the parental genotype IMC67 presented high GCA for Fo and Fm. The gas

exchange group showed a predominance of variables with high GCA, and consequently larger

importance of the additive effects. Within this group, the P4B and IMC 67 parentals had the

highest additive gene effects for water use efficiency and SJ 02 for liquid photosynthetic rate

and transpiration. For the group of parameters of translocation of mineral nutrients to the

leaves, SCA 6 and IMC 67 had favorable additive effects for potassium translocation, SCA 24

and P4B for iron translocation, while SCA 24 and Pucala showed favorable additive effects for

copper translocation.

The phenotypic and genotypic correlations showed the existence of associations for some

parameters evaluated, with larger influence of genetic factors than environmental ones. Thus,

some selection indices can be elaborated for multi traits, like the selection of plants that are

sources of dwarfism, present higher water use efficiency and higher magnesium accumulation

in the leaves, for example.

The CPS, KS, KO and KAO2 genes showed variation in the relative expression, and there-

fore showed to be useful to differentiate the parents. Despite this, the expression patterns of

the CPS, KS and KO genes, which were generally induced, do not match the phenotypic char-

acterization of the parents. However, the repressed expression of KAO2 in SCA 6, SCA 24 and

Pucala confirmed the low size phenotype these parents.
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